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Which One of You Posted This?
The following are actual reader’s reviews of Core Curriculum texts taken from Amazon.com:   

To the Lighthouse
I've discovered a little secret to reading Virginia Woolf—it takes time.
It is practically impossible to read this book in little ten-minute spots, while watching television or babysitting. 
Don't try it; you'll end up not liking it.
It needs your time. Give it an hour with no interruptions. Get a bag of pistachios and read. Unplug the phone, 
turn off the TV. Read and don't stop. Then you'll discover the joy of Virginia Woolf—for while her prose is 
tough, it is haunting, beautiful, and real.

 �F�4�F8A<BE�� �WA7�@LF8?9�58F8G�J<G;�4A�B77�49X<6G<BA��G;8�EB@4AG<6<M4G<BA�B9�@L��B?H@5<4�8KC8E<8A68
�
I don’t mean that I’ve been looking back wistfully at the cherry-picked good times; I’ve literally been thinking 
about my time at Columbia in terms of an intense, passionate, highly dysfunctional physical-emotional relation-
ship. It’s weirding me out a bit.
         But it does make sense. My relationship with the holistic concept of Columbia has, over the past few 
years, been not just the longest, but also the most consuming, intimate, and torturing relationship in my life. And 
now that I see that relationship on the brink of collapse, I just can’t walk away easily.
         I entered into this relationship all wrong. Columbia was the distant icon I set even further away on a 
pedestal. When she batted an eye at me, I fell at her feet groveling for love. Columbia never put as much effort 
into our relationship as I did—she never held my hand, never showed me how to please her, and left me at times to 
nearly drown as I taught myself to balance my cloying ploys for her attention with the basic necessities of life and 
the specter of the future. It made me miserable; it made me stronger.
         It made me love Columbia all the more, though with each of her snubs and each of my successes, that 
love transformed. I’ve come to see Columbia as less elevated, more human, just another collective and confused 
58<A:�GEL<A:�GB�@H77?8�<GF�J4L�<AGB�G;8�JBE?7�4A7�WA7�4�C?468�9BE�<GF8?9
��A7�J<G;�G;4G�?BI8�788C8A87��4A7�BHE�
C4G;F�45BHG�GB�C4EG�� �J4AG�GB�FC8A7�G;8F8�?4FG�@BAG;F�GEH?L�GEL<A:�GB�HA78EFG4A7�;8E��GB�WA7�6?BFHE8�4A7�C8468�
and perhaps even open her up to some serious, constructive introspection.
��������� +;4GVF�G;8�E84?�E84FBA�9BE�G;8�F?<:;G�GJ<FG�<A�87<GBE<4?�7<E86G<BA�G;8�@4:4M<A8�J<??�58�G4><A:�G;<F�L84E
�&A�
<GF�9468��G;8�@4:4M<A8�4CC84EF�GB�58�E8GHEA<A:�GB�<GF�EBBGFR74CC8E��74A7L<F;�;H@BE�J<G;�4�@BE8�F8E<BHF�4A4?LG<6��
critical bent. In truth, you’ll be seeing more investigative work balanced with fond history because I am a senior. 
Because I was and am now even more in love. Because I can’t walk away from Columbia that easily.

Mark Hay
Editor-in-Chief
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Postcard by Cindy Pan

POSTCARD FROM MORNINGSIDE

***
Lysistrata
I get a perverse kick out of the fact that I can share a hearty laugh about someone's genitals with someone a 
thousand years ago. The fact that both myself and a stadium full of men in ancient Greece were laughing about 
the same things has an unnatural appeal to me. Almost enough to forget the fact that we were undoubtedly 
?4H:;<A:�9BE�I8EL�7<998E8AG�E84FBAF
� A�G;8�GJ8AGL�WEFG�68AGHEL�#LF<FGE4G4�;4F�588A�8?8I4G87�GB�G;8�CB<AG�B9�98@<-
nist masterpiece and yet during its time it was written to show that the war was so insensible that even a woman 
knew it. 

***
Pride and Prejudice
This story was written in the early Victorian era, and hence it is quite old. I was pretty much forced to read this 
book for a summer reading assignment. I found it to be utterly boring. The real question here is why do I really 
care if the mother has all of her daughters married off to wealthy parnters [sic], or any partner if it must come down 
to it? Maybe it was a big deal back in the time, but nobody cares nowadays. Maybe it is a 'literary masterpiece', but 
then why the heck is it so boring? We need to move on from the old 'classics'. They mean nothing to readers (are 
there many left?) of the modern society. 

***
The Republic
 A�G;<F�JBE>�B9�'?4GB��G;8�4HG;BE�:E84G?L�FGE<I8F�GB�78WA8�=HFG<68
��8�GE<8F�GB�CHG�9BEG;�J;4G�JBH?7�58�4�C8E986G�
society. The problem with Plato is that he left Jehovah, the true God, out of his philosophy. Jehovah is the center 
of everything, and without Him, there is no truth. Since Plato rejected belief in the true God, and whole, intact 
GEHG;�<F�BA?L�9BHA7�<A�G;4G�GEH8��B7��'?4GB�F�C;<?BFBC;L�<F�HA78EFG4A745?L�X4J87
�&9�6BHEF8��4F�+���)�',�# ��
<F�4�CBCH?4E?L�E86BA:A<M87�2F<63�6?4FF<6��BA8�@4L�WA7�<G�HF89H?�GB�E847�<G��<A�BE78E�GB�HA78EFG4A7�G;8�I<8JCB<AG�B9�

B L U E  B O O K



Behind Barnard lies a stocky, imposing building. 
With concrete walls and small dark windows, it 

looks like a sister to Altschul Hall, but it does not belong 
GB� �4EA4E7� BE� �B?H@5<4
� "ABJA� HAB9W6<4??L� 4F� G;8�
S�B75BK�T� 4A7� B9W6<4??L� 4F� G;8�  AG8E6;HE6;��8AG8E�� <G�
serves as the headquarters for many mainline protestant 
churches. So what is it doing in Morningside Heights?

As it turns out, Protestantism has shaped 
Morningside Heights since the neighborhood’s youth 
in the 1890s. J. Terry Todd, a professor of religion at 
Drew University and former Columbia graduate stu-
78AG��8KC?4<AF�G;4G�CEB:E8FF<I8�'EBG8FG4AG�8?<G8F�786<787�
in the late 19th century to make the neighborhood 
<AGB� S4� ><A7� B9� �@8E<64A� 46EBCB?<F�T� ;BHF<A:� ?<58E4?�
Protestant institutions—such as St. Luke’s and Union 
Theological Seminary—intended to improve society.

The culmination of Protestant developments came 
some 50 years later, when a group of powerful main-
line Protestant denominations, the National Council 
of Churches, decided to build the Interchurch Center. 
On its face a useful administrative building, it was 
also a symbol; Randall Balmer, a professor of religion 
at Barnard, believes its construction represented the 
marriage of “mainline Protestantism and the American 
@<77?8	6?4FF�J4L�B9�?<98
T

At the time though, Balmer says, “Protestants were 
a minority in New York City compared to Catholics and 
!8JF�T�J;<6;� ?87�@4AL� 'EBG8FG4AGF� GB� 4E:H8� G;4G� G;8<E�
symbolic capital should be located elsewhere. Despite 
these objections, President Eisenhower laid the corner-
FGBA8�B9�G;8��B75BK�BA�&6GB58E����������HA78EF6BE-
ing the close ties between American society, Protestant 
institutions, and Morningside Heights.

These ties have frayed over the ensuing half-cen-
GHEL
� �46<A:� 4� ?BFF� B9� <AXH8A68� 4A7� E4C<7?L� 786?<A<A:�
numbers, many mainline Protestant denominations 
;4I8� ?89G� G;8��B75BK� 9BE� G;8�@BE8�'EBG8FG4AG�C4FGHE8F�

of Cleveland, Ohio (the United Church of Christ); 
and Louisville, Kentucky (the Presbyterian Church). 
�B?H@5<4� ,A<I8EF<GL�� 4?J4LF� FDH88M87� 9BE� FC468�� ;4F�
588A�BA?L�GBB�;4CCL�GB�5HL�HC�G;8<E�A8J?L�I464AG�B9W68F
�
�F� G;8� 5H<?7<A:� F86H?4E<M8F� �4A7��B7� <F� E8C?4687� 5L� 4�
E4G;8E� A<68� CH5?<6� B@8?8GG8� 54E��� C8E;4CF� G;8� �B75BK�
will soon need a new nickname. If only Microsoft hadn’t 
4?E847L�6BCLE<:;G87�G;8�/�BK
                              

        —Peter Sterne

A long-standing tradition of public sculpture on 
the Park Avenue malls has migrated west. The 

Broadway Mall Association, in collaboration with the 
Morrison Gallery and New York Parks and Recreation 
�8C4EG@8AG�� E868AG?L� <AFG4??87� 4� FCE4J?<A:� 8K;<5<-
G<BA� 4?BA:� G;8� WI8	@<?8� FGE8G6;� B9� �EB47J4L� 58GJ88A�
Columbus Circle and Mitchell Square Park on 168th 
Street. The metallic parade features 18 “whimsical and 
64CG<I4G<A:T� F6H?CGHE8F� 5L� G;8� 4EG<FG� '8G8E� .BLGH>
�
His work captured the attention of a Mall Association 
board member, who persuaded the group to support 
G;8�<AFG4??4G<BA��BA?L�G;8�W9G;�8I8E�CH5?<6�4EG�7<FC?4L�BA�
Broadway.

Beginning with a pair of elephants at 59th Street, 
the compositions feature one or more animals. This 
MB<6� ?<A8HC� <F�6B@C?8@8AG87�5L�4�;84?G;L�� <9� FB@8J;4G�
arbitrary, dose of fruit. “I like the interplay and the 
dialogue that happens when you put two pieces close 
GB:8G;8E�T�.BLGH>�8KC?4<AF�<A�CE8FF�@4G8E<4?F
�S��'4<E�
�*CBBA<A:��T�BA����G;��<F�G;8�BA?L�JBE>�GB�?46>�4A�4A<-
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mal component, and features a pair of pears, assembled 
E4G;8E� 6BM<?L� <A� 466BE74A68� J<G;� G;8� G<G?8
� +;8� 4EG<FGF�
64??F�G;8�C<868�4A�S<AG8E8FG<A:�9BE@4?�6B@CBF<G<BAT�7H8�
to the way the pears are balanced upon one another. 
This arrangement also resembles a somewhat hairier 
natural pair, a reading not even Art Humanities can 
cure of collegiate students.

Besides the pears, two other sculptures grace the 
C8E<C;8E<8F�B9�64@CHF��S+;8��E6;���E<7:<A:� G;8��4CT�
BA����G;�� 4A7� S��%8J��BAI8EF4G<BAT� BA����G;
� S+;8�
�E6;T� 6BAF<FGF� B9� 4� F;88C�� FB@8� 9EH<G�� 4A7�J;4G� ?BB>F�
like refuse, balanced together. One of the larger pieces 
in the series, it stands at about ten feet and weighs close 
to a ton. Woytuk refers to the statue as “somewhat 
4HGB5<B:E4C;<64?�T�5864HF8�G;8�6B@CBA8AGF�4E8�F<@C?L�
items found in his workshop which had accumulated 
over the years. These somewhat sudden, metallic addi-
tions to the area are slated to remain through the winter. 
At a school notorious for its pallid, sickly-skinned stu-
78AGF�� <G�J<??�58�A<68�GB�F88�4�98J�@BE8�5EBAM87�5B7<8F�
around the neighborhood.  

— Brian Wagner

And now, more on sculptures you walk past without 
4�F86BA7�G;BH:;G��

A headless kouros welcomes visitors to the 
Media Center at the Department of Art History and 
Archeology. Poking around the space reveals a large 
African mask, crafted mostly from straw, and an orig-
<A4?� '<E4A8F<� CE<AG
� +;8� �8C4EG@8AG� <F� ?HKHE<BHF?L�
4CCB<AG87��4F�@<:;G�58�8KC86G87
��HG� <A�4�6<GL�B9�BJA-
ers, the Department remains a renter—the pieces are all 
on loan from Avery Library’s Art Properties collection.

�F� <G� GHEAF� BHG�� 4AL� B?7� CEB98FFBE� 64A� BHGWG� ;<F� BE�
;8E�7<:F�J<G;��B?H@5<4VF�WA8FG�C4<AG<A:F��CE<AGF��C;B-
tographs, and sculptures. Interested parties contact 
Carole Ann Fabian, Avery’s director and presently the 
acting Curator for Art Properties, with a request for art. 
�45<4A� G;8A� 7<FC4G6;8F� G;8� B9W68VF� @BE8� G86;A<64??L	
minded for a security assessment of the space in ques-
tion; certain spaces are hospitable to durable sculptures 
(think swinging backpacks), and others are better-lit 
9BE� C4<AG<A:F
� +;8A�� �45<4A� F6;87H?8F� 4A� <AG8EI<8J�� 4�

S;B?<FG<6� 4CCEB46;� GB� 4FF<:A<A:� 4EG� GB� 4� C8EFBA�T� F;8�
F4LF
� +;8LV??� G4?>� 45BHG� G;8� CEB98FFBEVF� W8?7� B9� FGH7L��
interests, and artistic tastes—they really do care about 
WA7<A:�C<868F�4�;4CCL��G;8@4G<64??L�4CCEBCE<4G8�;B@8
�
Fabian then invites the art-seeker to Avery’s storage 
space, where he or she can choose from a number of 
preselected viable works. 

After the piece is settled upon, the two parties sign 
4A�B9W6<4?�?B4A�6BAGE46G��GE4AF98EE<A:�E8FCBAF<5<?<GL�9BE�
any damage or loss onto the professor, and the work 
is soon hauled onto its new wall, podium, or desk. 
Sometimes those swinging backpacks take a toll and 
an unlucky professor discovers a steep bill for a work’s 
conservation, repair, or replacement. 

Artwork is rarely lost, though they’re occasionally 
S?BFG�T��45<4A�64E89H??L�@8AG<BAF�G;4G�6E<@8F�4E8�CEBF-
ecuted with the all the bumbling force of Public Safety—
and by the NYPD. Typically, the paintings stay where 
G;8L�4E8��4A7�S6H?GHE4??L�8AE<6;� ?<98�4G� G;8�,A<I8EF<GL�T�
as Fabian puts it. 

*;8� 6BH?7AVG� 7<IH?:8� J;4G� 'E8M�BVF� :BG� ;4A:<A:�
above his bed—but we imagine he gets his pick of the 
litter. �

— Sam Schube

B L U E  N O T E S
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BRANDON THOMPSON

BE4A7BA�+;B@CFBA�����V���;4F�4�6E87B��S*8A<BE�
L84E�	�:8G�LBHEF
T��HG�8I8ELBA8�J;B�>ABJF�

him will tell you that Brandon has always “gotten 
;<F
T��8V??�@4>8�4ALBA8�F8?9	6BAF6<BHF�45BHG�G;8<E�
resume. 

“There are very few people in this world that don’t 
A887� GB� F?88C�T� ?4H:;F� 9E<8A7� 4A7� FH<G8	@4G8� �?8K4�
�B?7FBA�����V���S4A7��E4A7BA�<F�BA8�B9�G;8@
T

That’s helpful, then, because Thompson’s 
8KGE46HEE<6H?4E� 8A:4:8@8AGF� ?84I8� ?<GG?8� G<@8� 9BE�
rest—let alone a quick nap. He juggles his posi-
tions as Class Day Coordinator for the Class of 
2012, Undergraduate Recruitment Committee 
Co-Chair, Vice-Chair of the CC 2012 Senior Fund, 
and Campus Campaign Coordinator for Teach for 
America (a position he’s held for three years). He 
plays varsity squash, researches for history professor 
and race, identity, and resistance specialist Natasha 
Lightfoot’s new book, and is involved with the CU 
Bach Society. In the spring, he will turn in two the-
ses for his double major in American History and 
Hispanic Studies. It is rumored that he has a key to 
Low. 

As Meredith Kirk, CC ’12, puts it, “I’ve never 
>ABJA�4ALBA8�FB�787<64G87�GB�;<F�JBE>
T

And while he’s invested in his work, he’s equally 
84:8E� GB� WA7� G;8� A8KG� :8A8E4G<BA� B9� �B?H@5<4AFR
working with the URC, he genuinely enjoys showcas-
ing dear Alma for fresh-faced high-schoolers. He’d 
probably be able to tell you why you said you wanted 
to come to Columbia. “It’s actually kind of sad, now 
G;4G� V@��B	�;4<E�T�;8�:EH@5?8F��S �7BAVG�E84??L�:8G�
GB�:<I8�GBHEF�4AL@BE8
T

When celebrities stumble onto campus, though, 
Admissions calls in the big guns. And you can be sure 
that when Thompson leads a tour he gives Butler just 

4�?<GG?8�8KGE4�?BI8
� G�<F�6HEE8AG?L��49G8E�4??��;<F�CE<@4EL�
residence.

S�??� G;8� =4A<GBEF� 4A7� FG499� >ABJ� @L� A4@8�T� ;8�
comments. With the way Raj at Butler Cafe smiles 
4G�;<@�4A7�F4LF�S4�G84�9BE��E4A7BA�T�<GVF�6?84E�G;4G�;8�
always has a spot in 310 waiting for him. You will be 
leaving long before he does. 

That poorly lit palace of self-loathing for most stu-
dents is where Brandon feels most at home. There’s 
ABG;<A:� ;8� ?BI8F� GB� G4?>� 45BHG�@BE8�� 8K68CG�@4L58�
)<;4AA4VF�A8J�@HF<6�I<78B
�S�4?<9BEA<4�"<A:��87T�<F�
his top played song on iTunes. “Honestly, I thought it 
JBH?7�58�U*�$�VT�;8�@HF8F


His history with the library goes back to what 
he calls his pitiful freshman year. “I honestly didn’t 
>ABJ�J;4G� �J4F�7B<A:�T�;8�E8@<A<F68F
�S�BE�G;8�WEFG�
98J�J88>F� �46GH4??L�J8AG�GB����8I8EL�74L
T� G�J4FAVG�
HAG<?�;<F�WEFG�FCE<A:�G;4G�;8�7<F6BI8E87�G;8�W9G;�XBBE��
which he claims determined his academic destiny. 
Spending time in 502 and 503, 
the American History and 
Literature and Latin 
American Studies 
reading rooms, 
proved providen-
tial.

“I thought 
it was so cool 
that my inter-
ests were right 
A8KG� GB� 846;�
other. That’s 
how I picked 
my academic 
career here. My 
relationship with 
Butler has just 
shaped my educa-
G<BA
T��;8�ABG8F


Campus Characters
Y��������� ���� ����� ���� ��������� �������	��� ���� �������� ���������������
������THE BLUE & WHITE intro-

duces you to a handful of Columbians who are up to interesting and extraordinary things and whose stories 
beg to be shared. If you’d like to suggest a Campus Character, send us an email at editors@theblueandwhite.org.

Illustrations by Maddy Kloss
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Brandon Thompson is undoubtedly determined 
(especially in reserving spots in the library), but his 
accomplishments, academics, and daunting schedule 
4E8�ABG�J;4G�78WA8�;<@�<A�G;8�8L8F�B9�;<F�9E<8A7F�4A7�
peers. 

 “Let’s talk about his interpersonal qualities 
9BE� 4�@<AHG8�T� �B?7FBA� 584@F
� S�8VF� 4� E84??L� :BB7�
listener, a great friend, he remembers everything 
LBH�G8??�;<@��4A7�;8VF�4�E84??L�:BB7�5B7L	EB??8E
T��8�
?84I8F� ABG;<A:� BHG�� F;8� 6BAG<AH8F�� S�E4A7BA� 7B8F�
8I8ELG;<A:�G;4G�;8�J4AGF�GB�7B��A8I8E�F46E<W68F�4AL-
thing for any reason whether it be to sleep or to party. 
�8�64A�7B�<G�4??
T

— Sam Herzog

YANYI LUO

Yanyi (pronounced yin-yi) Luo, a CC ’13 
Information Science major, was shocked to be 

chosen for Campus Character. “This is a very surreal 
thing for me… I like people, but I’ve never been that 
68AGE4?� W:HE8� J;B� C8BC?8� ?BB>� GB�T� #HB� E8@4E>F
�
*;BEG��J<G;�F;BH?78E	:E4M<A:�74E>�5EBJA�;4<E��LBHVI8�
probably seen her bopping around, leading activities 
in Lerner’s lounge as head of Live at Lerner. This role 
E8DH<E8F� ;8E� GB� 8KC?BE8�%0�VF� 6BA68EG� ?<98� 4A7�WA7�
54A7F�G;4G�SE84??L�JBE>�9BE�G;8�64@CHF�T�FGE8FF<A:�;8E�
deep desire to help foster Columbia’s community. A 
music connoisseur, Yanyi can also be spotted DJ-ing 

at First Fridays. Uncommonly 
humble and genuine, 

Yanyi is a hidden pearl 
found in the sea of 

often overly ambi-
tious Columbia 

students.
Not that 

Yanyi is not 
ambitious; she 
is quite so. 
“My friend 
has told me 
that I have 
‘an intense 

getting shit 
d o n e 
look’ not 

that I’m 
i n t i m i -

74G<A:�T�+;<F�<AG8AF<GL�B9�S:8GG<A:�F;<G�7BA8�T�64EE<8F�
through Yanyi’s varied interests. From print design 
and writing to viewing fashion photography--as she 
JBH?7�F4L�S4�@8G;B7�B9�8KCE8FF<A:�4HG;8AG<6<GL�E4G;8E�
G;4A�4�:H<F8�9BE�6BAFH@8E<F@�4A7�6?4FF<FG�4HG;BE<M4-
G<BAT	�04AL<�FHE8?L�;4F�F;<G�GB�7B
��I8A�FB��;8E�9E<8A7�
Sevan Gatsby, BC ’12, sees Yanyi as “a joy to run into 
on College Walk, because even when she is super 
tired and busy, she will make it seem like you are the 
58FG�G;<A:�G;4G�F;8�;4F�F88A�4??�74L
T�

While    enjoying conversation with Yanyi as she 
eats a meal of brie and crackers with a wine glass 
sparkling water, one must comment on her hyper-
BE:4A<M87�EBB@
�04AL<�8KC?4<AF� G;<F� <A� G8E@F�B9� G;8�
EBB@VF� S9HAA<8F
T� 'EBH7� B9� ;8E� G;E<9GL� 786BE4G<A:�
skills, Yanyi’s room is not only orderly but also 
inspiring as her walls are decorated with black and 
white seaside pictures and poems pasted to dull sides 
of shelves and in blank wall space.

There is nothing in her room without meaning. 
S+;8� FC468� <A� @L� EBB@� <F� F8C4E4G87� <AGB� FC86<W6�
things that I do, like underneath my bed is where I 
do most of my creative writing, while on top of my 
bed is where I do academic writing and article writ-
<A:
� �7B�@L�:E4C;<64?�78F<:AF�4G�@L�78F>
T��I8A�G;8�
children's books lying in the nook under her bed are 
B9�F<:A<W64A68�4F�G;8L�<AFC<E8�04AL<�J;<?8�F;8�JE<G8F�
her own children’s book, which she claims has turned 
into “a one-hundred-years-of-solitude-and-realism 
><A7�B9�G;<A:
T�

Though Yanyi has reason to be proud of all her 
accomplishments and interests, never does she sound 
complacent or self-important. “I don’t know, talk-
<A:� 45BHG� @LF8?9� 988?F� J8<E7�T� F;8� F4<7
� &A8� G;<A:�
Yanyi did stress is her dorky habits, one of which is 
the way her voice’s pitch changes. “If my voice were 
a spectrum from high to low, the lower it is, the more 
serious I am; and the higher it is, the more not seri-
BHF�  � 4@
T��HE<A:� BHE� 6BAI8EF4G<BA�� ;8E� IB<68� BA?L�
became more high pitched, when discussing her 
adorable kitty mug. 

With a love for good old chit-chat, Yanyi says her 
friends are never in a cohesive group. To make up 
9BE� G;<F��04AL<�;B?7F�S7EHA>� G84�C4EG<8F�T�J;8E8�F;8�
brings friends together to share the stimulation of 
spiked tea and good conversation.

*B� A8KG� G<@8� LBHVE8� 4G� #8EA8E�� 7BAVG� G;<A>� GJ<68�
about walking up to Yanyi, possibly sporting 
a sophisticated silver pocket watch, even if she is 
“swaying, and moving her hips to a beat that is just in 
2;8E3�;847
T��

— Elena Dudum
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Should You Use

AFFIRMATIVE
By Alex Jones

A T  T W O  S W O R D S ’  L E N G T H

Quite frankly, I don’t understand what there is 
A<� 12/.A2�� '6:2@� "2D� %<:.;� 6@� A52� 12O;6A6C2�

standard for properly written communication, and 
12C6.A6;4� 3?<:�A52�;<?:�6@�:2?29F�.� 9.GF�2E2?06@2� 6;�
@B/C2?@6<;J;<A�A<�:2;A6<;�5<D�1?2.13B99F�4.B052�6A�
is. One simply cannot concede to the baser elements 
<3�<B?� @<062AF�� .;1�05<<@6;4� @<:2A56;4� 9682��.96/?6�
�<?��52.C2;�3<?/61��)2?1.;.��6@�7B@A�;<A�1<;2�6;�=<96A2�
0<:=.;F�� '6:2@� "2D� %<:.;N@� B/6>B6AF� .;1� 9<;4�
?264;6;4� 1<:6;.;02� .?2� ?2.@<;� 2;<B45� A<� 2;3<?02�
A52� @A?60A2@A�2:/.?4<�<;�0<:=2A6;4�:<12@�<3� AF=<�
4?.=560.9�699B@A?.A6<;�

'52� O;2@A� P<B?6@52@� <3� 6;8� .1<?;� 2C2?F� 92AA2?��
?2;12?6;4�2.05�/2.BA63B99F�0?.3A21�D<?1�.@�:B@0B9.?�
and balanced as an ancient temple facade. O n e 
does not merely type with Times 
New Roman; one works 
D6A5� A52� C2?F� /B6916;4�
blocks of communica�
tion. Yet this typeface 
6@� 3.?� 3?<:�4.?6@5��'52�
serifed font is adorned, 
/BA�6;�.�5B:/92�D.FJ9682��5?6@A:.@�A?22@�3<?�=<<?@��
Whether it is placed upon a cordial country club 
6;C6A.A6<;�<?�.�@5.?=�?2@B:H��;<�92AA2?�D699�@22:�<BA�
of place. So quickly would I dismiss a 
0<C2?� 92AA2?�=?6;A21� 6;�'.5<:.JA<�@.F�
;<A56;4�<3�/<B?42<6@��29C2A60.�

'56@� /24@� A52� >B2@A6<;�� D52;� 5.@�
�<:60� &.;@� 2C2?� 1<;2� A52� D<?91� .;F�
4<<1�� *5.A� .?2� '�@� @B==<@21� A<�
think of a literary analysis presented like a third 
4?.12� /6?A51.F� 6;C6A.A6<;�� �2@A52A60@� .@612�� @<:2�
3<;A@� /2A?.F� .;� B;@.C<?F� @F:/<96@:JD5.A� 6@� �?6.9�
/BA� .� 5.::2?� .;1� @60892� 6;� 16@4B6@2�� �.:/?6.� 6@�
;.B45A� /BA� .;� B;D<?A5F� B@B?=2?� A<� A52� A5?<;2� <3�
A52� 123.B9A� @2AA6;4� �.� 0B?@2� B=<;� A52� 5<B@2� <3� A52�
0B9A� <3� 522192@@�� @9<==F� 6;;<C.A6<;� .A� !60?<@<3A���
*2�:.82�:6@A.82@� �2C2?F<;2�5.@�:6@A.82;�$.=F?B@�
3<?� >B608�A?.08� 09.@@� <;02� 6;� A526?� 96C2@��� /BA� 0<B91�
F<B�2;C6@6<;�.;F�A6:2�D52;�*6;416;4@�<?��6;4/.A@�
D<B91�/2�.==?<=?6.A2� 3<;A@���.;�F<B�2C2;�@2?6<B@9F�

@.F� K*6;416;4@L� <?� K�6;4/.A@L� .9<B1���<:=BA2?@�
boast an astronomical number of font options, yet the 
C.@A�:.7<?6AF�<3�A52:�.?2�0<:=92A29F�D<?A592@@J:2?2�
=9.025<912?@�A<�46C2�1?<=�1<D;�:2;B@�.;�699B@6<;�<3�
depth.

�C2?F� :<12?;�� 1202;A� @<062AF� ;202@@6A.A2@� @A.�
bility, and such stability stems from the ineffable 
D6@1<:�<3�<B?�3<?2/2.?@��/<?;2�<BA�/F�A52�A?.C.69@�<3�
A6:2�� �A�D.@�;<�4?<B=�<3� 9<D9F�=2.@.;A@�D5<�0?.3A21�
A52@2�0<:=BA2?@�.;1�@<3AD.?2�=?<4?.:@��;<?�P6==.;A�
4?.1B.A2� @AB12;A@� D5<� 2;C6@6<;21� A52� B;/?2.8./92�
?B92@�<3�0<99246.A2�=.=2?�0<;C2;A6<;@��.;1�6A�9682D6@2�
was no accident that they chose Times New Roman 
.@�A52�4<91�@A.;1.?1���;1�6A� 6@�>B6A2�092.?����/2962C2��
A5.A� .;F� ?202;A� A?.;@6A6<;� A<� @<�0.9921� K.9A2?;.A6C2L�
123.B9A� 3<;A@� 6@� A52� B;3<?AB;.A2� ?2@B9A� <3�:6@4B6121�

.AA2:=A@� .A� K56=;2@@LJ.�
hopeless and uninformed 
play at rebellion.

'5<@2� 16?AF�� @293�
@AF921� K3?22A56;82?@�L�

claim some sense of artis�
A60� C.9B2� 6;� C.?6.A6<;� .;1� 6;0<;@6@A2;0F�� �� ?2@2;A�
this proposition. There is an indisputable beauty 
in uniformity, and it is impossible to take serious�

9F� A52� D<?1@� <3� .� �<B?62?�0<.A21�
/9<4�� *5.A� .?2� A52@2� 3?22A56;82?@�
/BA� 2:/6AA2?21� 1242;2?.A2@�� �� @.F�
A5<@2� :.?67B.;.� .1160A@� 12:<;�
@A?.A2�A526?�0<:=92A2�9.08�<3�?2O;21�
A.@A2� 6;� A526?� ?2720A6<;� <3� :.72@A60�

Romanesque columns and beams. Times New Roman 
is the archetype.

Simply put, it is not only your best option for a font, 
but you owe it to the literate world to wear this most 
O;2@A� <3� 3.02@��'52?2�:645A� /2� <A52?� <=A6<;@�D5605�
@<:2�=2<=92�O;1�.==?<=?6.A2�6;�02?A.6;�06?0B:@A.;0�
2@��/BA�A5<@2�=2<=92�.?2�96829F�5645�<;�1?B4@�.;1�A52�
06?0B:@A.;02@� .?2� .9:<@A� 02?A.6;9F� 1B?6;4��B?;6;4�
!.;� <?� @<:2� @B05� “32@A6C.9�T Go ahead, use your 
0?2.A6C2�3<;A@���BA�1<;NA�0<:2�4?<C296;4�A<�:2�D52;�
D2N?2�?2.16;4�;<C29@�D?6AA2;�6;�O;42?=.6;A�
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You’ve just started a paper and you’ve written your 
name in the top left corner. The cursor pulses 

4:4<AFG� G;8� 5?4A>� J;<G8� C4:8
� *B� G;8� A8KG� FG8C� <F�
to start writing, right? Wrong. It’s time to choose 
a font. Click that drop-down and scroll; Untitled.
7B6K�<F�LBHE�BLFG8E
�*8GG?<A:�9BE�C?4<A�B?7�+<@8F�%8J�
Roman is like limiting your palate to grey before you 
even start painting. Did Picasso ever make a master-
piece using just one color? Did Warhol get famous 
by printing the same thing over 
and over? Take a note from the 
:E84GF��FJ<G6;�<G�HC


I’m currently working on a blovel 
(that’s part blog, part novel to you 
philistines) and every character 
speaks in a unique font. It’s a way 
of physically reminding readers 
about the medium they're reading, 
breaking character barriers, and 
8@5E46<A:�><GF6;
�#<>8��9BE�8K4@C?8��
the main character, Hoofheart, 
is an effeminate satyr. So the 
letters of his speech alternate 
between the mock-western Rosewood STD Regular 
4A7�G;8�?<?G<A:�6HEI8F�B9��<77LHC�*+�
��L�=HKG4CBF-
ing the bold, stiff patriarchal char-
acter of one set of letters with the 
light, feminine curves of the other, 
I'm deconstructing gender. When 
Queen Moonstone mocks him in 
front of the Space Court she uses 
the same combination of fonts but doesn’t alter-
nate them. Thus, the reader sees that while Queen 
Moonstone’s insults are humorous she doesn’t really 
S:8GT� �BB9;84EG
� �4A� LBH� 7B� G;4G� <A� +<@8F� %8J�
Roman? Times No-way-man.

Helvetica had a documentary made about it. 
Cambria had an epoch of biological life named after 
it. Disney misspelled the name of a little mermaid 
after a certain Arial. You know what bloody corpse 
Times New Roman drags? The proverbial bloody 
corpse of  the Roman Empire. Hello? Hegemony, 

anyone? I refuse to even acknowledge fonts that reek 
of imperialism. If you want to announce “I’m a boor-
<F;� 6B?BA<4?<FGT� 589BE8� LBHE� WEFG� F8AG8A68�� 6;BBF8�
Times New Roman.

When we look at the ornate hieroglyphics of the 
Egyptian pyramids, we marvel at how the Egyptians 
turned the images around them into narratives. The 
G8KGHE8�B9�6HA8<9BE@�<A�J;<6;�G;8�Epic of Gilgamesh 

is writ- ten inspires us with awe. And in 
both of these languages 
there is no standard font—
the minute errors of the 
scribe make every sentence 
unique. How will history 
look back on us, the cretins 
who always wrote in the 
same font? When you click 
the drop-down font menu, 
you’re doing a lot more 
than just choosing what 

you want your 
letters to look 
like. You’re 

choosing the sort of soci-
ety you want to live in and the cultural 

legacy you want to hand down. 
We need to start building a cul-

ture that’s font-positive. Too long 
have typists been oppressed by the 
serifed dominance of Times New 
)B@4A
��AL�9BAG	54F87�8KCE8FF<BA�

should be acceptable. According to psychologists it’s 
C8E986G?L� A4GHE4?� GB� 94AG4F<M8� 45BHG� BG;8E� 9BAGF�� 5HG�
with Times New Roman so deeply ingrained in our 
culture, we’re made to feel dirty if we prefer, say, the 
8?8:4AG�8KBG<6<F@�B9�'4CLEHF
� �;84E7�45BHG�4�><7�G;4G�
was kicked onto the street after his parents found 
a stack of papers written in Cooper Black hidden 
under his bed. Is that the sort of society we want to 
5H<?7���B@8�GB�G;<A>�B9�<G��G;8�JBE7�S9BAGT�<F�FG4EG<A:�
to make me uncomfortable. Can we say “pictograph-
CE898E8A68�T��

Illustrations by Sevan Gatsby

NEGATIVE
By Matt Schantz

Times New Roman?
A T  T W O  S W O R D S ’  L E N G T H



A;�� 6E<FC� 94??� <A� G;8� �<GL�� J;4G� 6BH?7� 58� WA8E��
Leaves and such falling to the ground, week-

ends out in the country, and all the 
rigor of academic life at our fair 
University. But, alas! Your own 
VV has recently and 
most unfortunately 
found himself fallen 
ill - a cold, the snif-
X8F��G;8�;BEEBE���

Verily Veritas 
verily prides him-
self on his academic 
vigor - many an eve-
ning soirée has been 
perfunctorily passed 
up when a term paper 
BE� SCBFG<A:T� �4F�
they say) was due, 
and countless nights 
have been whiled away 
burning the midnight 
oil, to borrow a phrase, 
in your own VV’s study, 
with nothing but a pot of 
Kusmi tea, Grandfather 
Veritas’ old mahogany 
chair, and his dear pup 
Wagner to comfort him. But it is all 
for naught when one feels that forebod-
ing scratch in the back of the throat - grim herald of 
stuffy noses to come!

In Verily V’s youth, such times meant that a 
5HKB@� *J878� ��<?78��  � 58?<8I8�� 5HG� J;B� 64A� >88C�
track?) would busy herself with the preparation of 
soups and compresses while the Veritas family doc-
tor - an old friend of Papa’s from his boarding school 
days - would diagnose an illness and prescribe a 
remedy. Within a day or two, one would be back at 
Dalton, right as rain.

But woe is me! Papa doesn’t send Hilde around 
anymore (caught pilfering food from the kitchens 
one too many times, your VV is told) and so one is 
forced to fend for oneself - the grim realities of colle-
giate life! Wrapped up in sweaters, scarves, and his 

dear old greatcoat (nothing says convalescence like 
Burberry), V Veritas headed out to the pharmacy 
and bought his medicaments (Ricola - a touch of the 

common man!).
And then your VV was faced 

with a grim truth - his read-
ings. The argument that 

human society has 
advanced past that 
of the barbarians 
94<?F� GB� 8KC?4<A�

why in the name 
of all that is human, all 

G;4G� <F� 6<I<?<M87�� 4� F<6>�@4A�
should have to read Proust’s 
�H� �OGN� 78� 6;8M� *J4AA�
when burning a fever for 
the simple reason that he 
happens to be in a seminar. 
Where is our humanity?

  To be ill at our fair 
University is a trial, a cru-
cible. To sleep, perchance 

to get well, or to work, per-
chance to sleep? Precisely so 

much chicken soup can be eaten 
when one must also write something 

insightful on Turgenev by ten o’clock. 
Does the library staff stock honey, and 

how easily can it be procured for one’s tea? These 
are the questions this sick son of Knickerbocker is 
reduced to asking himself. And the impossibility of 
FH9W6<8AG�E8FG�BA?L�CEB?BA:F�G;8�4:BAL
�.8�A887AVG�
death panels, a few more discussion sections would 
serve just as well.

With dear Wagner by his side, ever the loyal 
companion, your own Verily Veritas prepares yet 
4ABG;8E� CBG� B9� G84� 4A7�� HCBA�WA<F;<A:� G;<F� 4EG<6?8��
looks forward only to more work, though he would 
give up an entire August in Newport if only for 
a good night’s sleep.  We Veritates have always 
soldiered on – through dragging war, painful the-
atre, and the like – but your own VV doubts he can 
sustain himself much longer against these infernal 
FA<9X8F
��<?78���

V E R I L Y  V E R I T A S

VERILY VERITAS
In Which Our Hero Convalesces Most Pitifully
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Unless you happened to catch the Formula One-
style racecar sitting on College Walk during 

the activities fair back in September, Knickerbocker 
Motorsports probably means nothing to you. So, if 
the name Formula SAE sounds like an alternative to 
5E84FG�@<?>��;8E8�<F�FB@8�8KC?4A4G<BA


&E:4A<M87�5L�G;8�*B6<8GL�B9��HGB@BG<I8��A:<A88EF�
and founded in 
������ �BE@H?4�
SAE is an inter-
collegiate design 
c o m p e t i t i o n 
in which stu-
dents develop 
For mu l a - s t y l e 
racecars that are 
meant to serve 
as prototypes for 
a hypothetical 
autocross racer. 
The competi-
tions are set up 
on the premise 
G;4G� 4� W6G<BA4?�
ma nu fact u ring 
company has 
hired a team to 
design this prototype, which runs a full gamut of 
tests - from overall design to fuel economy - to gauge 
its viability as a production item.

Columbia University’s chapter of Formula SAE 
4EBF8� <A� ����
� S+;8A� <G� J4F� BA?L� WI8� GB� F<K� :HLF�
5H<?7<A:� G;8� 8AG<E8� 64E� G;8@F8?I8F�T� F4<7� �B?H@5<4�
FSAE’s current president, Christopher Correa-
Henschke, SEAS ’12. “Their goal was to design and 
5H<?7� 4� 6;4FF<F
T� +;8� GJB� <A4H:HE4?� 8A:<A8F� 64@8�
from a junkyard, and the team spent the majority of 
<GF�G<@8�G;BF8�WEFG�98J�@BAG;F�FGB6>C<?<A:�@4G8E<4?F�
9BE�G;8�L84EF�4;847
��66BE7<A:�GB�G;8�BE:4A<M4G<BAVF�
J85F<G8��4?H@AHF�*G8I8A�.4A:�5H<?G� G;8�G84@VF�WEFG�

chassis himself in the summer of 1998, “spending 
months in the back of the Wind Tunnel lab with his 
J8?78E�4A7�G;8�GH5<A:
T��9G8E�:E47H4G<A:��;8�J8AG�BA�
to design for Ford.

S G� J4F� =HFG� FB� HA78E@4AA87�� G;8A�T� F4<7� G;8�
club’s vice president, Sakina Pasha, BC ’13. “We 
7<7AVG� ;4I8�BHE�WEFG� 29H??3� 64E� E847L� 9BE� 6B@C8G<G<BA�

HAG<?����
T�
N o w a d a y s 

FSAE is cur-
rently the only 
s t u d e n t - r u n 
BE:4A<M4G<BA� BA�
campus to have 
its own home 
base, a garage 
in Mudd that no 
other student 
BE:4A<M4G<BA� ;4F�
access to. Their 
$30,000 yearly 
budget is a con-
siderable help. 
Building a car 
from scratch is 
8KC8AF<I8� 5HF<-
ness. 

It is the team’s effort not Columbia’s money that 
matters, and the evidence is manifest. The FSAE 
workshop in the basement of Mudd is a cluttered 
array of power tools, machinery and car parts. The 
GE4F;� 5<AF� 4E8� W??87� J<G;� G4A:?87� J<E8F�� G4>8BHG�
5BK8F�� 4A7� 8@CGL� 588E� 5BGG?8F� 9EB@� 4??	A<:;G� F;BC�
sessions. Stepping through the door, one feels as if 
on the set of Discovery Channel’s Monster Garage, 
but with someone considerably less intimidating than 
Jesse James at the helm. 

Correa-Henschke’s leadership and that of his 
<@@87<4G8� CE87868FFBEF� <F� C4L<A:� B99�� �*��� ;4F�
been growing at an incredible rate, from 15 students 

A C T U A L  E N G I N E E R I N G

The Fast and The Studious
Knickerbocker Motorsports Becomes a Formula SAE Contender

BY WILL HOLT

Illustration by Liz Lee
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in 2004 to 55 students this fall. Whereas the original 
<A64EA4G<BA� B9� �*��� ;47� G;8� ?HKHEL� B9� 4� F@4??� 4A7�
close-knit group of dedicated gearheads, Correa-
Henschke now oversees ten separate systems operat-
ing simultaneously.

                                           ***
This year, FSAE’s true proving ground will be 

Formula SAE Michigan, in which 120 teams com-
pete, some of which come from outside the U.S. Since 
the race is every May, several members of FSAE will 
58�G46>?<A:�G;8<E�WA4?�8K4@F�BA�G;8�EB47��4�6;4??8A:8�
that’s often gone hand-in-hand with the timing of 
these competitions.

The devotees don’t seem to mind; the fact that 
G;8LVE8� ?84I<A:� F6;BB?� <A� G;8�@<77?8� B9� WA4?F� ;4E7?L�
even registers as an issue. Harrison Stokols, SEAS 
’14, drove the car at FSAE’s competition last year in 
California (an alternative to Michigan on the FSAE 
circuit) and didn’t have a single qualm about the fact 
G;4G� ;8�;47� GB� FGEH::?8� GB�WA7� G;8�54?4A68�58GJ88A�
racing and his academics.

S0BH� 4E8� ?B6>87� <AGB� G;8� 64E�T� ;8� GB?7�@8
� S0BH�
feel like you're one with the car. The driver wears a 
7BH5?8� ?4L8E� WE8CEBB9� E46<A:� FH<G
�  G� :8GF� 8KGE8@8?L�
;BG��5HG�G;8�;84G�<F�JBEG;�<G
T

#4FG�!HA8��G;8��*���64E�7<7AVG�C4FF�G;8�WEFG�EBHA7�
of inspections because of damage suffered en route to 
California. Every year, FSAE has to dismantle their 
car to make the cross-country trip, then reassemble 
it before the competition gets rolling. The team is 
always under a great deal of pressure to make sure 
everything is in working order, which makes the com-
petition that much hairier. To cut back on last-minute 
surprises, the team has begun to stagger its cars, 
beginning one the previous year in order to allow new 
members to understand the process before they actu-
ally start building one from scratch. “It’s something 
J8VI8� A8I8E� 7BA8� 589BE8�T� F4LF� �BEE84	�8AF6;>8
�
S�HG�<GVF�JBE><A:�E84??L�J8??
T

                                           ***
Senior members note that not everyone who joins 

FSAE is an engineering student, so it’s vital for the 
I8G8E4A� @8@58EF� GB� CEBI<78� FB@8� 6BAG8KG� 589BE8�
getting down to business. “When I came in, I didn’t 
>ABJ� 4� F<A:?8� G;<A:� 45BHG� 64EF�T� �BEE84	�8AF6;>8�
47@<GG87
�S*B@8�B9�HF�7BAVG�J;8A�J8�FG4EG�BHG
T�

But not everyone who joins is a rookie. Stokols 
joined FSAE with a serious history in auto mechan-

ics. “At home I drive a stick-shift car that I've modi-
W87�T�;8�F4<7
�S GVF�4�����������$.���<F���	FC887�
manual, rear-wheel drive coupe. I changed the head-
8EF�B99�G;8�8A:<A8��6;4A:87�G;8�8K;4HFG��E8C?4687�G;8�
6?HG6;��4A7�<AFG4??87�4�A8J�F;<9G8E
T

�I8A�G;4G�8KC8E<8A68��G;BH:;��7B8F�ABG�@84A�BA8�
is a seasoned pro in FSAE terms.

S � ;4I8� FB@8� 8KC8E<8A68� 4?E847L� 9EB@�@L� 64E� 4G�
;B@8�T� *GB>B?F� F4<7�� J<G;� ABG45?8� HA78EFG4G8@8AG
�
“But building a car from scratch requires a lot more 
work than just changing out some stock retail parts 
BA� 4�@4FF�CEB7H687� 64E
T��*��� <F� 4� HA<DH8� 8KC8E<-
ence in that students start from square one. Not many 
people can say they’ve built a car themselves; even 
fewer can make this claim in the Ivy League.

                                             ***
+;8� <AXHK� B9� A8J�@8@58EF;<C� ;4F� E8A78E87� G;8�

team far more capable of dealing with the task at 
hand, but with all these fresh members come plan-
ning and deployment problems. “How do you give 
7<E86G<BAF� GB� ��� C8BC?8�T� 4F>87� �BEE84	�8AF6;>8
�
S G�64A�FG4EG�GB�58�4�?<GG?8�6EBJ787�<A�;8E8
T

�<9W6H?G<8F� 4E<F8� 58LBA7� BI8ECBCH?4G<BA
� +;8�
team still has to test its prototypes late at night, in 
empty parking lots across the city, working by cover 
of darkness--which isn’t necessarily lawful. Formula 
One race cars are not street legal in New York, and 
<GVF�4�6;4??8A:8�9BE��*���GB�WA7�4�A84E5L�E468�GE46>


S+;4GVF� FB@8G;<A:� J8VE8� ?BB><A:� <AGB�T� F4<7�
Correa-Henschke. “There are a few tracks in New 
!8EF8L�G;4G�J8�;4I8�BHE�8L8�BA
T

The sheer number of students that have joined 
FSAE bodes well for the team’s new goals, but despite 
the many new members this year, FSAE’s cult-like 
following goes unnoticed, possibly because Columbia 
has almost no car culture. There’s something almost 
6?4A78FG<A8� 45BHG� G;8� J4L� G;8� G84@� BC8E4G8F�� ?4G8�
night test runs and shop sessions, competitions on 
the other side of the country. Its members are an 
outrageously committed and passionate group of 
students from all of Columbia’s schools, connected 
5L�G;<F�6E4ML��ABI8?�<784�5H<?7<A:�4�JBE><A:�64E�9EB@�
scratch (and by welding scorch marks), but it’s noth-
<A:� 4ALBA8� <A� G;8� :EBHC� X4HAGF
� +;8� FGH78AGF� G;4G�
joined this year came by word-of-mouth for the thrill 
of the race.

“There's nothing like the adrenaline rush you get 
9EB@�4�9BE@H?4�64E�T�F4<7�*GB>B?F
�S GVF�4J8FB@8
T��
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Schrödinger’s Dorm Room
WHY THE COLUMBIA HOUSING SHORTAGE DOES AND DOES NOT EXIST

BY AUSTIN WILLIAMS

Illustration by Marie Nganele

I 3�F<B�A.82�A52�;B:/2?�<3�1221�96@A6;4@�6;�"2D�+<?8��6AFN@� ��%�&� =?<=2?AF� 1.A./.@2� .@� .� =?<EF� 3<?�
=<D2?�� A5?22� :2;� 2:2?42� .@� A52� @F;201<0560� 86;4@�
<3� "2D� +<?8� ?2.9� 2@A.A2�� �<@2=5� �9<6@6B@� %.AG6;42?��
!605.29�%B/2;@��9<<:/2?4��.;1� 22��.??<99��<996;42?��
'5.A� 6@�� A52� $<=2�� A52�!.F<?�� .;1� A52� 
�A5� $?2@612;A�
<3��<9B:/6.�(;6C2?@6AF��#B?� 6;@A6ABA6<;��=9.06;4�A56?1�
/256;1�A52��6AF�<3�"2D�+<?8�.;1�A52��.A5<960��5B?05��
<D;@�.�5299�<3�.� 9<A�<3� A52�:<@A�0<C2A21�?2.9�2@A.A2�<;�
2.?A5�� &0<?2@� <3� 06AF� 9<A@�� A52� C.@A� :.7<?6AF� <3� A52:�
<;� A52� 6@92�<3�!.;5.AA.;��.?2�B;12?� A52�0<;A?<9�<3� A52�
Trustees. Yet you or someone you know were forced 
6;A<�$96:=A<;���

!.F/2� F<B� 5.1� .� /.1� 9<AA2?F� ;B:/2?��!.F/2� F<B?�
4?<B=�3299�.=.?A�6;�@B6A2�@2920A6<;���<AA<:�96;2���<9B:�
/6.N@�=?<:6@2�<3�3<B?�F2.?@�<3�4B.?.;A221�5<B@6;4�@<:2�
A6:2@�F6291@�.�A52�9<;29F�9632�<3�.�$96:=A<;6.;�6;@A2.1�<3�
A52�0<GF�2E=2?62;02�<3�%B4492@��

This is only one symptom of an unpredictable, and 

@<:2D5.A�B;@.C<?F��9.@A�:6;BA2�@<9BA6<;�A<�A52�0?6@6@�<3�
.;�B;12?4?.1B.A2�5<B@6;4�@5<?A.42��'52�@64;@�.?2�2C�
2?FD52?2��F<B?� 9.G62@A� 3?62;1@� A.82� A52�1 to class from 
A526?���� @>�� 3A��=9<A� 6;� A52� ?202;A9F�.0>B6?21��.?:<;F�
�.99��/20.B@2�6AN@�052.=2?�A5.;�.�0./���.;1�F<B?�.BA5<?��
D5<�A<<8�92.C2�.;1�A5B@�3<?@<<8�56@�3<B?�F2.?�4B.?.;�
A221� 5<B@6;4� /6?A5?645A�� 0<B91;NA� 2C2;� @;.4� .� *62;�
@6;492��

'52�(;6C2?@6AF�� A5?<B45�&0<AA�*?645A��)602�$?2@6�
12;A�<3�&AB12;A��BE696.?F�.;1��B@6;2@@�&2?C602@��1<2@�
;<A�12;F�6AN@�.�=?</92:��K'52?2�6@�.�@5<?A.42�<3�B;12?�
4?.1B.A2�5<B@6;4JA5.AN@�;<A�7B@A�.�=2?02=A6<;��A5.AN@�.�
?2.96AFJ.;1�A<�0<:=2;@.A2�3<?�A5.A�@5<?A.42�D5.A�D2�1<�
6@�0?2.A2�D5.A�D2�9<<@29F�?232?�A<�.@�MA2:=<?.?F�/21@�NL�
'52@2�A2:=<?.?F�/21@�.?2�A52�?<<:@�6;�=9.02@�9682��.?�
;.?1N@� $96:=A<;� <?� 6;� (;6C2?@6AF� �=.?A:2;A��<B@6;4�
�?2@612;02�B;6A@�6;�!<?;6;4@612��/BA�.9@<�6;�*.@56;4�
A<;��2645A@��!.;5.AA.;�).992F��.;1�%6C2?1.92��B@B.99F�
?2@2?C21�3<?�4?.1B.A2�.;1��2;2?.9�&AB162@�@AB12;A@��329�
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9<D@��.;1�3.0B9AF�<?�@A.33���<?�6;�A52��.@A��.:=B@�5<A29�
A?.16A6<;.99F� 3<?� B;6C2?@6AF� 4B2@A@�� D52?2� F<B� D699� 2.A��
@922=��@AB1F��42A�1?B;8��.;1�:.82�<;2�<?�:.;F�86;1@�<3�
9<C2�3<?�A52�;6;2�:<;A5�.0.12:60�F2.?��'52@2�/21@�.?2�
A2:=<?.?F�<;9F�6;�A52�9<;4��.1:6;6@A?.A6C2�C62D��'<�A52�
�<9B:/6.;@�D5<� 6;5./6A� A52:�� A2:=<?.?F�/21@� .?2� .@�
4<<1�.@�=2?:.;2;A�

�.16��9G.F;������N
���96C2@�6;�$96:=A<;���A�6@�;<A�A52�
�.@A��.:=B@� @B6A2� 56@� 2645A�=2?@<;�4?<B=�5.1�5<=21�
for, but he and four of his pals are happy there. There 
.?2� A52� B@B.9� 5.99D.F� 0<;P60A@� 0.B@21� /F� 9<B1� =.?A62@�
.;1�A56;�D.99@��/BA�52�09.6:@�56@��.?;.?1�9<146;4�=?2@�
2;A@�;<�@=206.9�=?</92:@����D<B91�5.C2�/2962C21�56:��/BA�
A52;���4<A�A?.==21�6;�$96:=A<;����6;A2?C62D21��.16�6;�56@�
@20<;1�P<<?�86A052;�.3A2?�@B??2;12?6;4�:F��(���.A�A52�
3?<;A�12@8���.?;.?1��<9B:/6.�.002@@�=<96062@��9<;4�/2�
:<.;21��A.82�<;�.;�2@=206.99F�.;;<F6;4�16:2;@6<;�6;�.�
@6AB.A6<;�9682��.16N@��*52;�52�.;1���O;6@521�A.986;4����
D2;A�/.08�A<�A52�3<F2?�A<�?209.6:�:F����<;9F�A<�/2�A<91�
:F�5<@A�5.1� A<�/2�=?2@2;A� 3<?� A56@�2E02216;49F� 6:=<?�
tant transaction. You know the story. These “temporary 
/21@L�.?2�3.?�3?<:�612.9�.??.;42:2;A@��

�<;@612?� .9@<� A52� 0.@2� <3� A52� ��� B;12?4?.1B.A2@�
D5<� 0B??2;A9F� 96C2� 6;� (;6C2?@6AF� �=.?A:2;A� �<B@6;4��
'56@� 6@� A52�O?@A�F2.?�A5.A��<B@6;4�5.@�5.1�A<�?2@<?A� A<�
A56@� B;B@B.9� 16@=2?@6<;�� .;1� A52� /B6916;4� 5.@� ;<� %���
D5605�6@�.�=.?A60B9.?�96./696AF�3<?�A52�(;6C2?@6AF���#3�:<?2�
0<;02?;�A<�A52�9<AA2?F�9<@2?@�A52:@29C2@�6@�A52�3.0A�A5.A�
A526?�?2@612;A6.9�2E=2?62;02�D699�/2�0<:=92A29F�?2:<C21�
from those of the inhabitants of any established under�
4?.1B.A2�/B6916;4@��'52F�5.C2�.�=9.02�A<�96C2��/BA�;<A�A52�
0<::B;6AF�A526?�09.@@:.A2@�2;7<F��'526?�?<<:@�.?2�;<A�
4?<B=21� A<42A52?� 6;� .� @B6A2� .;1� A52F� .?2�;<A� 0<;A64B�
<B@�� �<?� @<:2�� @209B@6<;�:.F� /2� D290<:2�� /BA� 46C2;�
A52�05?<;60�0<:=9.6;A�<3�.;�B;12?4?.1B.A2�0<::B;6AF�
A5.A� 6@� 16@7<6;A21� .;1� 16@=2?@21J63� ;<A� 1<D;?645A� 12�
=?2@@21J6AN@�:<?2�96829F�A<�?B/�@.9A�6;A<�<91�D<B;1@�

'52� 2C60A6<;� <3� A52� A5?22� 3?.A2?;6A62@� 3?<:� A526?�
/?<D;@A<;2@� 9.@A� @=?6;4� 6@� .;� 2.@F� @0.=24<.A� 3<?� A56@�
F2.?N@�@5<?A.42�<3�/21@��A5<B45�A52�/9.:2�6@�699�=9.021��
Simply because the fraternity students were tossed into 
A52��<B@6;4� <AA2?F�.;1�:.F�5.C2�@A?.6;21�6A�:<?2�A5.;�
6A�2E=20A21���<B@6;4�;<A�<;9F�?2;<C.A21�.;1�=9.021�@AB�
dents within the brownstones, but also opened up a new 
/?<D;@A<;2�<;�

A5� 3<?� 6;09B@6<;� 6;� A52� 9<AA2?F���3A2?�
.99�<3�A56@��A52�6;PBE�<3�3?.A2?;6AF�@AB12;A@�A<�A52�9<AA2?F�
@5<B91�5.C2�/22;�0<:=92A29F�:6A64.A21��F2A�A52�B;6C2?@6�
AF�@A699�@A?B44921�A<�O;1�.00<::<1.A6<;�3<?�6A@�@AB12;A@��

'56@�=<6;A@�A<�.�9<;42?�A2?:��2E=9606A�=9.;�/F�A52�B;6�

C2?@6AF� A<�2E=.;1�A52�B;12?4?.1B.A2�=<=B9.A6<;�<3� A52�
0<99242�/F�
��A<��	�=2?02;A�6;�A52�9<;4�A2?:��A52�2.?9F�
@A.42@�<3�D5605�5.C2�/22;�2C612;A� 6;�2;?<99:2;A�;B:�
/2?@�<C2?�A52�9.@A�@2C2?.9�F2.?@�

�BA� A52�:<@A�=20B96.?� 32.AB?2�<3� A52�D5<92�0?6@6@� 6@�
A5.A��6;�A52�@A?60A2@A�@2;@2��6A�1<2@�;<A�2E6@A��&0<AA�*?645A�
2E=9.6;@� A52� =.?.1<E�� K�99� A<91� 6AN@� ./<BA� ��� 16332?2;A�
[temporary] beds. Now the reason for that is that on 
 ./<?��.F�D52;�2C2?F/<1F�0<:2@�/.08�?645A�/23<?2�A52�
@A.?A�<3�@05<<9��A5.A� 6@�A52�@6;492�3B992@A�1.F�<3�5<B@6;4�
A5.A�D2�5.C2��.;1�.@�D2�@6A�52?2�A<1.F��@6E�D228@�9.A2?��D2�
5.C2���C.0.;062@�6;�5<B@6;4�L�'56@�6@�;<A�.;�.;<:.9F��
and has been the case not only this October, but for at 
92.@A� A52� 9.@A� A2;��+2.?�.3A2?�F2.?�@<�:.;F��<9B:/6.;@�
@6:=9F�1<;NA� @A608�.?<B;1��&<:2�;2C2?�2C2;� @5<D�B=��
Either way, beds open up, and remain open either for 
the fall semester or for the entire year.

'52�(;6C2?@6AF�8;<D@�A5.A�6A�0.;;<A�12=2;1�<;�A52@2�
B;02?A.6;A62@�A<�2;@B?2�A5.A�2C2?F<;2�42A@�5<B@21��.;1�
.==2.?@�A<�/2�A.86;4�.0A6<;���9<;4�D6A5�A52�.116A6<;�<3�
�.?:<;F��.99��.�3<?:2?� .D�&05<<9�.;1��&�&�5<B@6;4�
<=A6<;� =9B0821� <33� 3<?� A52� =?232?2;02� <3� B;12?4?.1B�
.A2@��=.?A�<3�.�9.?42?�@A<?F�<3��&�.;1��?.1B.A2�@AB12;A�
5<B@6;4�/26;4�0<;@B:21�6;�:2.@B?2@�A<�.00<::<1.A2�
B;12?4?.1B.A2� 4?<DA5� 12@=6A2� B;6C2?@.9� 2E=.;@6<;� /F�
A52� B;6C2?@6AF��� A52� (;6C2?@6AF� .;;<B;021� A56@� :<;A5�
the acquisition of three new brownstones. The trio 
<;� 

A5�� 3<?:2?9F� <3� &A�� �691.N@� �<B@2� 0<;C2;A�� D699�
/2� :.12� .C.69./92� 3<?� B@2� /F� @=206.9� 6;A2?2@A� 5<B@6;4�
4?<B=@�@A.?A6;4�6;�A52�3.99�<3��	
��

'52@2�?202;A�.0>B6@6A6<;@�?2:.6;�@5<?A�A2?:�2:2?�
42;0F�@<9BA6<;@��?.A52?�A5.;�.�0<:=?252;@6C2�.;1�D299�
?2.@<;21�=9.;�3<?�A52�3BAB?2��.@�6@�A52�=9.;;21�2E=.;@6<;�
<3� A52� B;12?4?.1B.A2� /<1F��� �A� @22:@� A5.A� �<9B:/6.�
D.;A@� A<�5<91� 6A@�@AB12;A� A<�/21�?.A6<�.@�09<@2�A<�
�
�.@�
=<@@6/92���3�A5.A�?.A6<�0.;NA�/2�
�
��A52;��<9B:/6.�D<B91�
?.A52?�6A�/2�56452?�A5.;�9<D2?���:=AF�/21@�0<@A�:<;2F��
.;1� 6A�:.F� /2� .� =B?29F� 20<;<:60� 1206@6<;� A<� @.0?6O02�
A52�5.==6;2@@�<3�.�32D�B;3<?AB;.A2�B;12?4?.1@�2.05�3.99��
D6A5�A52�0.C2.A�A5.A�A52�?2.99F�B;5.==F�<;2@�:.F�.==9F�A<�
A?.;@32?�A<�?<<:@�:.12�C.0.;A�/F�12@2?A2?@���20.B@2�<3�
A52�#0A</2?�1?<=�<33��5.C6;4�2;<B45�5<B@6;4�<;� ./<?�
�.F�:2.;@�5.C6;4�A<<�:B05�5<B@6;4�/F��.99<D22;��*2�
D<;NA�8;<D�3<?�@B?2�63�A52�@F@A2:�0.;�/2�6:=?<C21�B;�
A69�A52�09.@@�@6G2�2E=.;@6<;�6@�0<:=92A2J63�6A�2C2?�6@���BA�
A52?2�:.F�@A699�/2��F2.?�6;�.;1�F2.?�<BA���<9B:/6.;@�6;�
$96:=A<;�.;1�(���.;1�<A52?�B;3<?2@22;��@A?.;42��.;1�
6;0<;C2;62;A�.??.;42:2;A@��

�2@A�<3�9B08�6;�A52�9<AA2?F����
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Zero tolerance implies an uncompromising, 
absolute application of law. When the phrase 

4CC84EF� 4F� G;8� <EBA6?47� 9 <A4?� JBE7� BA� F8KH4?�
assault in university handbooks, those two words 
@4>8� C8E986G� CB?<G<64?�� <78B?B:<64?� F8AF8�� F8KH4?�
assault is a crime punishable by United States law. 
It follows, then, that the Columbia administra-
tion states in its newly renamed and significantly 
E8I<F87� S�8A78E	�4F87� $<F6BA7H6G� 'B?<6LT� G;4G�
it “does not tolerate any kind of gender-based 
7<F6E<@<A4G<BA�BE�;4E4FF@8AG
T

Of course, in reality, the math is not so simple. 
 9� M8EB� J8E8� M8EB�� 8I8EL� FGH78AG� <A� I<B?4G<BA� B9�
G;8� CB?<6L� JBH?7� 58� 8KC8??87� J<G;BHG� 4� F86BA7�
thought. Reality does not accommodate such 
8K46G<A:�78@4A7F
�  9� <G� 7<7�� FB@8� 9E46G<BA�B9� G;8�
��� E8CBEG87� F8K� B998AF8F� 6B@@<GG87� 5L� FGH78AGF�
on Columbia’s campus and in residence halls 
between 2008 and 2010 would have resulted in 
8KCH?F<BA


Though Columbia is not permitted to release 
4AL� <A9BE@4G<BA� E8:4E7<A:� <GF� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G�
investigations, the administration has a reputa-
tion for issuing lenient sanctions for offenders of 
the policy. The Columbia Daily Spectator report-
87� G;4G� G;8� 9<EFG� 8KCH?F<BA� 9BE� F8KH4?� I<B?8A68� <A�
nine years occurred just last year. As President 
Bollinger commented in December, “If it is true 
G;4G�AB�BA8�;4F�588A�8KC8??87�9BE�F8KH4?�4FF4H?GP�
$L� I<8J� <F� G;4G� G;4GVF� 4� CEB5?8@
T��8�J8AG� BA� GB�
add that he had no immediate intention to review 
the assault policy.

�HG� FB@8BA8� 7<7
� �B?H@5<4VF� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G�
policy underwent major changes over the summer. 
The last major overhaul of the policy occurred in 
���� J;8A� G;8� ,A<I8EF<GLVF� E8FCBAF8� GB� F8KH4?�

violence on campus was formally consolidated 
<AGB� G;8� S*8KH4?� �FF4H?G� 'B?<6L
T� +;8� CB?<6L� ;4F�
sustained minor revisions over the course of the 
decade, but its newest incarnation demonstrates 
the university’s renewed commitment to serious 
and comprehensive treatment of assault.

The new policy, effective as of August 2011, 
carries a new title and a far more inclusive out-
line of behaviors qualifying as “gender-based 
@<F6BA7H6G
T��BE@8E?L� ?<@<G87� GB� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G��
G;8� :H<78?<A8F� ABJ� 8A6B@C4FF� 4� E4A:8� B9� F8KH4?�
misconducts from intimate partner violence to 
FG4?><A:�GB�;4E4FF@8AG
��K8E6<F8�B9�FH6;�6BA7H6G�
F;BH?7� ;LCBG;8G<64??L� E8FH?G� <A� F4A6G<BAF�� G;8�
mildest a written reprimand, and most punitive 
8KCH?F<BA�9EB@�G;8�6B??8:8
�+;8�CB?<6L�4?FB�@4>8F�
4�6BAF6<BHF�4A7�8KC?<6<G�899BEG�GB�<A6BECBE4G8�FGH-
78AGF� B9� 8I8EL� F8KH4?� <78AG<GL�� <A6?H7<A:� DH88E��
trans, and gender non-conforming survivors in 
its formal legislation.   

The appeals process has been amended, 
evening the playing field between accuser and 
accused. Where the old policy only respected the 
respondent’s license to request a review of the 
decision of the panel or the sanction against him/
her, the complainant is now afforded the same 
right to appeal.

Perhaps most significantly, the University has 
;<E87� 4� S+<G?8�  /� <AI8FG<:4GBET� CEB98FF<BA4??L�
GE4<A87� <A� 784?<A:� J<G;� <FFH8F� B9� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G�
to independently and objectively investigate any 
complaints filed through the University. On call 
seven days a week, the investigator’s role is that 
B9� 4A� <@C4EG<4?� E8F84E6;8E�� ;8E� 9BE@4?� CHECBF8�
<F� GB� S:4G;8E� C8EG<A8AG� 8I<78AG<4EL� @4G8E<4?F�T�
conduct interviews with the students involved, 
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and prepare a report describing her findings and 
detailing their content to aid the hearing panel in 
their decision. Informally, recruiting an investi-
gator signifies an unprecedented commitment on 
�B?H@5<4VF� C4EG� GB� GE84G<A:� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G� J<G;�
F8E<BHFA8FF
�  G� <F� AB� ?BA:8E� 4� SFGH78AGVF� <FFH8T�
dealt with by students—the University plays an 
active role. 

Under the former policy, both students 
involved in the complaint were responsible for 
producing witnesses and evidence to substantiate 
their case. Melissa Tihinen, Senior Manager of 
*GH78AG� *8EI<68F� 9BE� �8A78E	�4F87� 4A7� *8KH4?�
Misconduct, says that the burden of proof has 
been removed from the students entirely. “Before, 
students had to go in front of the hearing panel 
4A7� 78F6E<58� G;8<E� 8AG<E8� 8KC8E<8A68� GB� G;E88�
C8BC?8� F<GG<A:� 46EBFF� G;8� G45?8� 9EB@� G;8@�T� F;8�
continues. “Now we have a system whereby the 
on-call Title IX investigator is the first point 
of contact and is relaying to the hearing panel 
what she has learned through the investigative 
CEB68FFP��89BE8�G;8�5HE78A�8K<FG87�BA�5BG;�FGH-
78AGF�� ABJ� <GVF� F;<9G<A:� BAGB� G;8� @87<4GBE�T� F;8�
says.                                                                                                 

Despite this major structural change, the pen-
alty for violating the policy is still decided upon 
5L� 4A� <A7<I<7H4?� 8K8@CG� 9EB@� <AIB?I8@8AG� <A� G;8�
;84E<A:F� CEB68FF� 8AG<E8?L�� G;8� �84A� B9� *GH78AGF�
for the respondent’s school. For Columbia under-
graduates, that means Kevin Shollenberger. A 
G;E88	C8EFBA� C4A8?� CE8F<78F� BI8E� G;8� ;84E<A:��
one student, selected through an application pro-
cess by the Student Services for Gender-Based 
4A7� *8KH4?� $<F6BA7H6G� B99<68�� 4A7� GJB� 784AF�
or senior-level administrators who have each 
undergone a two-day training period to verse 
themselves in the complicated policy. The trio 
is responsible for deciding whether “it is likelier 
G;4A�ABG�G;4G�G;8�E8FCBA78AG�I<B?4G87�G;8�CB?<6L�T�
says Tihinen.                                                 

Tihinen makes it clear that these students  are 
SABG� BA� GE<4?
T� +;8� F8AG8A6<A:� B9� G;8� FGH78AG� <F�
similarly innocuous. You are not found guilty, but 
SE8FCBAF<5?8�� ABG� E8FCBAF<5?8�T� BE� 6BA9HF<A:?L�
;4F�SAB�E8FCBAF8
T�+;<F�@B6>�FLFG8@�B9�?4J�<F�ABG�
the New York court system, nor should it be. As 
Tihinen notes, students always have the option 
of taking their case to the police, and when they 

choose to use the university’s penal code, it’s for 
a reason. But the mildness of this phraseology 
seems almost sympathetic. These “policy viola-
G<BAFT� GE4AF?4G8� GB� 98?BA<8F� 4A7� CBFF<5?8� CE<FBA�
time in the court system. Where, though, do 
SE8FCBAF<5?8T� 4A7� S:H<?GLT� BI8E?4C�� �I8A� :<I8A�
the inevitable differences in the university’s deci-
F<BA	CEB68FF�� G;<F� 4@5<:HBHF� S?<>8?<8E� G;4A�ABGT�
mandate is offensive, unsatisfying, and a com-
C?8G8?L�7<998E8AG�4A<@4?�G;4A�SM8EB�GB?8E4A68
T

Nowhere in Columbia’s policy is justice men-
tioned. Less inf lammatory phrases such as “pro-
;<5<G<I8T� 4A7� S6BA7H6G� 6B78T� 4E8� 94IBE87
� �F�
sanctions can plausibly be issued to a student 
more than once (sanctions are elevated if a stu-
dent has violated policy on multiple occasions) 
it stands to reason that the consequences for 
assault are first educational and eventually may 
be punitive.

Columbia does not delegate to the panel the 
4HG;BE<GL� GB� C8A4?<M8� B998A7<A:� FGH78AGF�� ABE� <F�
the panel licensed to recommend sanctions to the 
deciding officer. That punitive power is instead 
turned over to Dean Shollenberger, who is thor-
oughly briefed as to the rationale behind the 
panel’s decision and given full access to the Title 
IX investigator’s findings used in the hearing, 
but ultimately is beholden to no opinion but his 
own. Nor is he ever physically present during the 
hearing. Why is the arbiter of sanctions against 
a student not in attendance for the hearing upon 
which he is making his decision? Would a judge 
be asked to rule in a court of law without sitting 
through a trial? The rationale behind entrusting 
the penalty decision to the Dean lies in his abil-
<GL� GB� 6BAG8KGH4?<M8� G;8� E8FCBA78AGVF� ;<FGBEL� B9�
58;4I<BE��F4LF�+<;<A8A�

“If the student is found responsible, the panel 
sends the rationale for their decision to the Dean 
of the respondent’s school. The panel doesn’t have 
any information about the student’s prior conduct 
history. So, when a student conduct officer sanc-
tions a student, they use previous conduct his-
tory as information to make a decision about what 
type of sanction is appropriate. If the student has 
engaged in concerning behavior in the past, they 
@<:;G�E868<I8�4A�8?8I4G87�F4A6G<BA
T� �����������������

For Janine Balekdjian, CC ’13, a senior editor 
B9�G;8�A8J?L	9BHA787�@4:4M<A8�Feminist Mystique 
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and President of Columbia Democrats, Dean 
Shollenberger’s absence is the most condemning 
f law of the policy—and the one that continues 
to escape revision. “The panel structure is very 
G;BEBH:;�T� F;8� F4LF
� S�HG� G;8� FGH78AGVF��84A� 2B9�
Student Affairs] is not on the panel and has no 
obligation to follow [the decision] made by the 
panel. This has been the same issue people have 
been talking about for the entire decade and it’s 
FG<??�ABG�9<K87
T

Equally significant, two students found cul-
pable in separate, but situationally similar, rape 
h e a r i n g s could hypothetically receive 
d r a s t i c a l l y different penalties based on 
their prior (reported) violations of the policy. 
&9� 6BHEF8�� 8KCH?F<BA� <F� ABG� 4?J4LF� G;8� :B4?� 9BE�
a complainant. The University cannot respond 
GB�64F8F� <A�4�6BB><8	6HGG8E�J4L�� 4A7� 9 ?8K<5<?<GL� <F�
<@C8E4G<I8� <A�64F8F�B9�F8KH4?�4FF4H?G�4F�FHEI<IBEF�
are sometimes not interested in their perpetrator 
being kicked out of school, says Lauren Herold, 
CC ’12, and a member of the President’s Advisory 
�B@@<GG88�BA�*8KH4?��FF4H?G
��?84E?L�� G;8�;84E-
ings process is not modeled on any U.S. court of 
law. But the enormous leeway given to the Dean 
B9� *GH78AG� �994<EF� 4A7� G;8� ?46>� B9� FG4A74E7<M87�
consequences (e.g. stalking might automatically 
necessitate disciplinary probation in the same 
way that a DUI automatically requires license sus-
pension) does little to remedy accusations con-
cerning the University’s hands-off treatment of 
cases. That the complainant has chosen to pursue 
a hearing within the University does not change 
G;8� 946G� G;4G� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G� <F� 4� 6E<@<A4?� B998AF8�
and should be treated as such. Using Columbia’s 
hearing panel as opposed to a court room’s jury 
cannot be a loophole for respondents, who might 
otherwise spend time behind bars.

***
Columbia’s efforts to revise the policy hap-

pen to occur as national attention turns furi-
ously on campus assault. Yale is under investiga-
tion for violating the gender-equity law Title IX 
49G8E� F<KG88A� FGH78AGF� 9<?87� 4� 6B@C?4<AG� 4:4<AFG�
G;8� HA<I8EF<GL� 9BE� <GF� S<A478DH4G8� E8FCBAF8T� GB�
8?<@<A4G8� G;8� S;BFG<?8� F8KH4?� 8AI<EBA@8AG� BA�
64@CHF
T�+;8� <AI8FG<:4G<BA�E<78F�BA� <AFG4A68F�B9�

T A L K I N G  T I T L E  I X

F8KH4?�;4E4FF@8AG� �<A6?H7<A:�4� 6;4E@<A:�� 6;4AG-
ing horde of pledging fraternity brethren yelling, 
S%B�@84AF�L8F��L8F�@84AF�4A4?T��4A7�4??8:4G<BAF�
of the university failing to adequately address 
cases of rape. Vice President Joe Biden launched 
;<F� S�� <F��@4ALT� 64@C4<:A� G;<F� 94??� <A� E8FCBAF8�
to the recently published statistic that one in five  
LBHA:� JB@8A� J<??� 58� 4� I<6G<@� B9� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G�
during their college years. In New York, it’s one 
in four, reports the New York State Coalition 
�:4<AFG�*8KH4?��FF4H?G
��$84AG�4F�4A�87H64G<BA4?�
tool to draw awareness to the prevalence of vio-
lence against women, Biden’s campaign clearly 
477E8FF8F� 4� G4E:8G87� 4H7<8A68�� S)4C8� <F� E4C8� <F�
rape, and the sooner universities make that clear, 
the sooner we’ll begin to make progress on cam-
CHF8F�T�;8�F4<7
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Finally, a Dear Colleague letter was issued 
this April by the Department of Education press-
ing all schools that receive federal funding to 
47BCG�4�GEH?L�M8EB�GB?8E4A68�F8KH4?	4FF4H?G�CB?<6L�
and a complaint process that gives both the com-
plainant and respondent equal rights under the 
hearing process—a nuance lacking in Columbia’s 
former policy which allowed the respondent to 
appeal the Dean’s decision, while the complain-
ant was not afforded the same privilege. “The 
Dear Colleague letter serves to inform all schools 
of their obligations under Title IX as related to 
F8KH4?� ;4E4FF@8AG� 4A7� F8KH4?� I<B?8A68
� +;8E8VF�
an understanding that something isn’t being done 
correctly on a widespread, general level. The 
Department of Education is attempting to clarify 
:4CF�<A�>ABJ?87:8


4A7�8KC?4<A�<A�:E84G8E�78G4<?�
J;4G� HA<I8EF<G<8F� F;BH?7� 58� 7B<A:�T� 8KC?4<AF�
Tihinen.  

A lthough the new policy stands corrected, 
it seems unlikely that this massive overhaul in 
legislation would have occurred organically had 
it not been for this serendipitous conf luence of 
8KG8EA4?�CE8FFHE8F
��F�*4E4;��<G?<A����� V����CHG�
it, “Public humiliation is a great way to make 
6;4A:8
��AL�><A7�B9�8KCBFHE8�<A�G;8�CH5?<6�8L8�<F�
:B<A:�GB�8?<6<G�4�E8FCBAF8
T����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

According to Herold, from her perspective 
BA� G;8� �7I<FBEL� �B@@<GG88� BA� *8KH4?� �FF4H?G��
the university’s image-conscious orientation 



weighed heavily on the decision to reform. “There 
were already activists meeting with deans to 
get things moving with the policy, and I think 
G;8E8�J8E8�<AG8EA4?�@88G<A:F�45BHG�<G�T�F;8�ABG8F
�
“But administrators at Columbia are very wor-
ried about Columbia’s image. That has probably 
affected decisions made in the policy. I’m not sure 
[changes to the policy] would have happened as 
DH<6>?L
T� �HG� J;4G8I8E� G;8� <@C8GHF���8EB?7� F4LF�
the important thing is that changes have been 
made and the policy is poised to be one of the 
most administratively involved procedures on 

campus. The entire administration is now actively 
conscious of both the rampancy of gender-based 
misconduct on campus, and its role in it.  

In a debilitating oversight, though, the only 
group who has not been made adequately aware 
of the revisions to the policy are those whom it is 
@84AG�GB�CEBG86G��FGH78AGF
���E4G;8E�J84>�9 ?L8E<A:�
campaign failed to capture the attention of the 
undergraduate body (have you seen any?), and the 
*GH78AG� *8EI<68F� �BE� �8A78E	�4F87� 4A7� *8KH4?�
Misconduct’s website is laden with bureaucrat-
<6� =4E:BA�� 5HG� 7B8F� ABG� 8KC?4<A� G;8� F<:A<9<64AG�
departures from the policy that was in place just 
a semester ago, making it difficult for those unfa-
miliar with the intricacies of the debate to con-

G8KGH4?<M8� G;8� E89BE@F
� +;BH:;� G;BF8� FGH78AGF�
J;B� 5BG;8E87� GB� 4GG8A7� G;8� S6BAF8AG� <F� F8KLT�
workshops  were lectured about the changes, it’s 
?<>8?L� G;8� JBE7� SF8KT� J4F� @BE8� 6BAF<FG8AG� J<G;�
G;8<E� 9 <EFG	J88>� @<A7F8G� G;4A� S4FF4H?G
T� �84A�
Shollenberger has yet to make a statement to the 
student body detailing the changes.

Tihinen admits that the office has been slow 
in reaching out to students, but was unable to 
B998E�4AL�8KC?4A4G<BA�58F<78F�47@<A<FGE4G<I8�<A8E-
G<4
� S.8� J8E8� 2C?4AA<A:� GB� CH5?<6<M8� G;8� A8J�
policy]…We were in the process of getting infor-
@4G<BA� GB:8G;8E
T� +;BH:;� �8EB?7� 8FG<@4G8F� G;8�
Office of Gender-Based Misconduct has reached 
out to over 3,000 people, that number appar-
8AG?L�8K6?H78F�FGH78AGF
��4?8>7=<4A��J;B�46G<I8?L�
researched the policy, notes, “Navigating the 
J85F<G8� J4F� 8KGE8@8?L� 7<99<6H?G
� )8:4E7?8FF� B9�
whether the changes are good, people are unsure 
of what the policy was and what it is. People don’t 
know about the changes and they don’t know 
45BHG�G;8�E8FBHE68F�4I4<?45?8�GB�G;8@
T

Compared to other large research universi-
ties, Columbia's is a good policy, although it 
suffers from a lack of convictions. Quantifying 
G;8� FH668FF� B9� 4� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G� CB?<6L� 5L� G4??L-
<A:� 8KCH?F<BAF� A8<G;8E� E8CE8F8AGF� G;8� J<F;8F� B9�
all survivors of assault nor takes the severity of 
misconduct into account. It goes beyond basic 
compliance with Title IX requirements, and the 
&99<68� B9� �8A78E	�4F87� 4A7� *8KH4?� $<F6BA7H6G�
has proven itself to be committed to regularly 
E84FF8FF<A:�G;8�CB?<6L�4A7�8KG8A7<A:�87H64G<BA4?�
resources to the Columbia community.

�HG� 4� ?46>� B9� GE4AFC4E8A6L� <A� <FFH8F� B9� F8KH4?�
violence prevents open dialogue—and by default 
a greater awareness of its pervasiveness. By stay-
ing true to its typical bureaucratic standard of 
non-commitment, Columbia messes up the math. 
�8FGHE8F�4G�SM8EB�GB?8E4A68T�4E8�E8A78E87�@84A-
ingless. In 2010, the Justice Department’s Office 
on Violence Against Women released statistics 
E8CBEG<A:� G;4G� ��� GB� ��� C8E68AG� B9� 7<F6<C?<A4EL�
46G<BA� G4>8A� 5L� F6;BB?F� 4:4<AFG� F8KH4?� 4FF4H?G�
B998A78EF� 4@BHAG87� GB� S@<ABE� F4A6G<BAF
T� 18EB�
tolerance, that is not. You have to wonder what 
the data looks like here. �
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"... students always have the op-

tion of taking their case to the 

police, and when they choose to 

use the university’s penal code, 

it’s for a reason. But the mildness 

of this phraseology seems almost 

sympathetic. These “policy vio-

lations” translate to felonies and 

possible prison time in the court 

system."
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It’s that time of year again, when girls parade around 
4F� F8K<W87� 5HAA<8F� 4A7� @4:<6� XB4GF� G;EBH:;� G;8�

air. But for those of you looking to indulge in genuine 
supernatural spookery on campus, Columbia has few 
options.

&A8�WA7F�4�:?<@@8E�B9� G;8�8K<FG8A68�B9� G;8�B66H?G�
the Columbia University Science Fiction Society’s 
4AAH4?� @B6>� I<E:<A� F46E<W68
� �,*�*� 'E8F<78AG�
*HM4AA8�.4?>8E����� V���;4F� <A;8E<G87� G;8� E8FCBAF<-
bility of overseeing the annual event, in which a “small, 
F6E4JAL� 5BLT� �G;8� I<E:<A�� <F� 64EE<87� GB� G;8� *HA7<4?��
whereupon he is stabbed and the adherents of Cthulu, 
the Lovecraftian demon-god, are stained with a red 
9BB7� 6B?BE<A:	6BEA� FLEHC� @<K
� S+;<F� <F� J;8E8�  V@�
revealed to be the queen of geeks at Columbia. It’s fun 
4A7�E<7<6H?BHF�T�F4LF�.4?>8E


Psychology major Nina Torres, CC ’12, on the 
other hand, takes her occult rituals more seriously. 
�66BE7<A:�GB�;8E�4A7�G;8�,A<I8EF<GL��;4C?4<AVF�B9W68��
Nina may be the only Wiccan student on campus, and 
has been actively practicing for over a year. Despite its 
common pop culture portrayal, the religion’s brand of 
magic is not a mere recitation of Latin incantations. 
The use of magic in Wicca involves the philosophy of 
positive reinforcement, and more closely resembles 
philosophical elements of the best-seller 'The Secret' 
than of some shallow spell book. “It’s a vehicle for 
achieving the things you want and putting those things 
<A�@<A7�T�F4LF�+BEE8F
�S�L�FGE8A:G;8A<A:�G;8�CBJ8EF�B9�
your mind, you’re able to better manifest the things you 
78F<E8�<A�?<98
T

This idea should be taken in tandem with the Wiccan 
)878��G;8�94<G;VF�F<A:?8�EH?8��S�AL�;4E@�4G�ABA8��7B�4F�
L8�J<??
T�*<@C?L�CHG�� G;8�.<664A�<F�A8I8E�GB�J<??�;4E@�
upon anyone. “Wicca is about understanding the union 
of yourself to nature, and doing harm to nature or to 
BG;8EF�<F�54F<64??L�7B<A:�;4E@�GB�LBHEF8?9�T�F4LF�+BEE8F


+;8� ?46>�B9�CEB@<A8AG�B66H?G�B5=86GF��W:HE8F�� 4A7�
BE:4A<M4G<BAF� 4G� �B?H@5<4� <F� 8@C;4F<M87� 5L� +BEE8FV�
struggle to have Wicca acknowledged by the University, 
which holds that an individual does not constitute a 

religious group and therefore is ineligible to register 
as such. Torres’ rituals often involve the burning of 
incense and candles—both prohibited in campus facili-
ties—and also require altars. Because the University 
cannot yield her a space to pray, she has resorted to 
practicing in secret.

If you were out on College Walk the night of October 
11th, however, you might have stumbled upon Torres 
and a group of non-Columbia Wiccans, with whom she 
meets weekly, gathered around the Sundial perform-
ing the October Full Moon Ritual. Wicca does indeed 
involve rituals, but they hold much more meaning than 
they are normally given credit for. The straight-to-
DVD horror movies depicting possessed girls chanting 
around a pentagram couldn’t be less like this ceremony 
on College Walk. Eighteen steps long, it offers a chance 
to meditate on the full moon, which represents energy 
or a goddess, to produce positive changes in one’s self-
development.

Sadly, the small world of Wicca is the most intensive 
8K4@C?8�B9�E84?�S@4:<6T�4G��B?H@5<4
�S 9�G;8�B66H?G�;4F�
4�FGEBA:�CE8F8A68�4G��B?H@5<4��2<G�<F3�I8EL�;<778A�T�F4LF�
Walker. Her words couldn’t hold more truth. With the 
8K68CG<BAF�B9�G;8�?BA8�.<664A���,*�*��4A7�4�;4A79H?�
of anthropology courses, apparitions of the occult on 
campus are few and far between. For those still pining 
for a potion to brew or spell to cast Halloween night, 
perhaps Ricky’s Underground will oblige. Magic on 
campus, however, will prove a dead end to most who 
seek it. �

N O T  H O G W A R T S

The McBain Witch Project
Divining the Occult on Columbia’s Campus

BY SOMALA DIBY

Illustration by Chantal McStay
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Which Way and How
Doing the Math on Barnard’s Nine Ways of Knowing

BY SYLVIE KREKOW

Illustration by Liz Lee

CB?H@5<4��B??8:8�;4F�BA8�F8G�B9�E8DH<E8@8AGF��G;8�
Core Curriculum, perhaps the most distinguish-

ing characteristic of the school. Despite a few addi-
tions (most recently Frontiers of Science in 2004), the 
Core serves as a common educational thread running 
from the Class of 1919 through current students. 

Across Broadway at Barnard, there is no Core 
Q� <AFG847�� FGH78AGF� W??� G;8<E� :8A8E4?� 87H64G<BA�
E8DH<E8@8AGF� G;EBH:;� G;8�S%<A8�.4LF�B9�"ABJ<A:�T�
introduced in 2000, which aim to “ensure that each 
Barnard graduate confronts and engages with cen-
GE4?� J4LF� B9� >ABJ<A:� G;8� JBE?7�T� 466BE7<A:� GB�
Associate Provost Angela Haddad. Barnard 
students must take at least one semester under 
G;8�H@5E8??4F�B9� S�H?GHE8F� <A��B@C4E<FBA�T�
S�<FGBE<64?�*GH7<8F�T�S#45BE4GBEL�*6<8A68F�T�
S#4A:H4:8�T� S#<G8E4GHE8�T� S(H4AG<G4G<I8�
4A7� �87H6G<I8� )84FBA<A:�T� S�G;<6F� 4A7�
-4?H8T� �9BE@8E?L� S)84FBA� 4A7� -4?H8T���
S*B6<4?� �A4?LF<F�T� 4A7� S-<FH4?� 4A7�
'8E9BE@<A:��EGFT
��HG�=HFG�J;4G�G;4G�@84AF��
both in the cosmic sense of what is unique 
and Barnardian about the Ways, and in the 
practical sense of just what the Ways 
are, is rarely clear.

&9�G;8�S)84FBA�4A7�-4?H8T�A4@8�
change, Haddad said it was “changed 
to Ethics and Values to clarify the 
8@C;4F<F�HCBA�6BHEF8F�G;4G�9B6HF�BA�G;8�6B@C?8K<G<8F�
B9� 8G;<64?� 4A7�@BE4?� E84FBA<A:
T� +;<F� 6;4A:8� F88@F�
tenuous and arbitrary at best, and points out a larger 
<FFH8� J<G;<A� G;8� S%<A8� .4LFT� 	� JBE7F� ?<>8� S8G;<6FT�
4A7�SI4?H8T�FBHA7�A<68��5HG�G;8E8�7B8F�ABG�F88@�GB�58�
anything uniquely Barnardian about them (much like 
4??� G;8� BG;8E�.4LF��� ABE� <F� G;8E8� 4� 6?84E� 78WA<G<BA� GB�
them. This would all be easier to digest if Barnard did 
not insist there was something different and special 
45BHG�G;8�S%<A8�.4LF�T�5HG�G;8�47@<A<FGE4G<I8�5B7L�4F�
a whole seems determined to distinguish them, espe-
cially from Columbia’s Core. 

Why nine ways? The answer is unclear. Haddad 

simply says that these “ways of knowing- divided 
into nine key areas--include, but also bridge, the 
GE47<G<BA4?�7<F6<C?<A8F�B9�G;8�?<58E4?�4EGF�4A7�F6<8A68F
T�
+;4G� ?84I8F� @LFG8E<8F�� �E8� 8<:;G� 9BE@F� B9� 4@5<:H-
ously worded academic general education require-
ments simply not enough? What is the real, hard 
7<998E8A68� 58GJ88A� S*B6<4?� �A4?LF<FT� 4A7� S�H?GHE8F�
<A� �B@C4E<FBA�T� �A7� ;BJ� 7B8F� FB@8G;<A:� ?<>8�
S#4A:H4:8T�4A7�S#45BE4GBEL�*6<8A68FT�S5E<7:8� GE4-

7<G<BA4?�7<F6<C?<A8FT�<A�4EG�4A7�F6<8A68��
Purportedly, being able to choose from 

4� I4E<8GL� B9� 6?4FF8F� G;4G� 9H?W??� 846;� J4L�
of knowing allows each Barnard student 

GB� 78F<:A� ;8E� BJA� 87H64G<BA� J<G;� S@4K<@H@�
X8K<5<?<GL�T� ABG8F� G;8� �4EA4E7� J85F<G8� ;8?C9H?-
?L
� �BE� 8K4@C?8�� <9� 4� FGH78AG� A887F� GB� 9H?W??�
S�<FGBE<64?�*GH7<8F�T�F;8�64A�8AEB??� <A�G;8�GE4-
7<G<BA4?�S�A6<8AG��E88>��<FGBEL���	�������T�

or she can jump continents and centuries to 
S�4A7;<VF� A7<4
T�

For all of Barnard’s insistence that the 
S%<A8� .4LFT� 4E8� HA<DH8?L� S�4EA4E7T� 4A7�

X8K<5?8�� G;8E8� <F� @H6;� BI8E?4C� J<G;� 8K<FG<A:�
liberal arts curricula, and even the Core.  Both 
WEFG�L84EF�4G����4A7����;4I8�GB�G4>8�4�GLC8�B9�
freshman-year writing class; later, both sets 
of students will have to take the same number 

of language, physical education, science, arts, and 
literature credits. One could also argue that Barnard’s 
S#45BE4GBEL�*6<8A68T�4A7�S(H4AG<G4G<I8�)84FBA<A:T�
SJ4LF�B9�>ABJ<A:T�4E8�G;8�F4@8�G;<A:F�HA78E�7<998E8AG�
titles – both require an introductory science class and 
an additional two semesters of another science class. 
+;8� BI8E?4C� :B8F� 58LBA7� 4� E86B:A<M87� F<@<?4E<GL� <A�
educational philosophies; it points out that Barnard’s 
quirky and recent Ways, in truth, provide about as 
@H6;�9E887B@�4A7�S@4K<@H@�X8K<5<?<GLT�4F�G;8��BE8


�A7�G;4G�?<@<G87�X8K<5<?<GL�64A�FB@8G<@8F�:8G�?BFG�
<A� G;8� 6BA9HF<BA� 4F� GB� J;4G� 6?4FF� 64A� X8K� GB� J;<6;�
Way.  According to Haddad, the “Committee on 
 AFGEH6G<BAT�@88GF�8I8EL�BG;8E�J88>�4A7�;4F�SE8:H?4E?L�
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E8I<8J87� G;8� ?<FGF� B9� 6BHEF8F� 4CCEBI87� GB� W??� G;8�%<A8�
.4LF
T��& �� 6;4<E87� 5L� G;8� 'EBIBFG� 4A7� 6BAF<FG<A:� B9�
several faculty members and other Barnard staff (includ-
ing the Registrar and four BC students elected by the 
SGA), frequently reviews the general education require-
ments and also hears petitions from students about 
J;8G;8E� 4� C4EG<6H?4E� 6BHEF8� 9H?W??F� BA8� B9� G;8� S%<A8�
.4LF
T��+;8E8VF�8I8A�4�S*GH78AG��CC84?T�9BE@�4I4<?45?8�
on the Barnard site to students that wish to petition the 
COI to count a course for a Way. 

Despite these mechanisms (or perhaps this is the rea-
FBA�9BE�G;8<E�8K<FG8A68���6BA9HF<BA�C8EF<FGF
����?<FG�G<G?87�
“Courses Evaluated and Denied General Education 
)8DH<E8@8AG��8F<:A4G<BAT� <F�4I4<?45?8�BA�G;8��4EA4E7�
website, detailing which designations were denied for 
which classes, and which designation these classes satis-
9L�<AFG847
�S+E47<G<BAF�B9��9E<64A��@8E<64A��4A68T�J4F�
78A<87�4F�4�S�H?GHE8F�<A��B@C4E<FBAT�E8DH<E8@8AG��5HG�
F4G<FW87�S*B6<4?��A4?LF<FT�4A7�S-<FH4?�4A7�'8E9BE@<A:�
�EGF
T����S�H?GHE8F�<A��B@C4E<FBAT�6?4FF�<F�FHCCBF87�GB�
SFGH7L�G;8�6B@@BA4?<GL�B9�;H@4A�8KC8E<8A68��8K4<A<A:�
C8EFBA4?�6H?GHE4?�4FFH@CG<BAF��<78B?B:<8F��4A7�I4?H8F�T�

J;8E84F� 4� S*B6<4?� �A4?LF<FT� 6?4FF� J<??� S<AI8FG<:4G8�
68AGE4?�6BA68CGF�B9�G;8�FB6<4?�F6<8A68F��6E<G<64??L�8K4@-
ining social structure and the impact of individual and 
:EBHC�58;4I<BE
T��+;<F�6?4FF�<F�ABG�4?BA8�<A�<GF�B9W6<4?�
ambiguity; one anonymous Barnard student said that 
“while requirements are needed, there are so many 
things about the Nine Ways that do not make any fuck-
<A:�F8AF8
T

To Barnard and the COI’s credit, many students 
F88@�GB�58�;4CCL�J<G;�G;8�S%<A8�.4LF
T�S �?<>8�;BJ�G;8�
%<A8�.4LF�B9�"ABJ<A:�4E8�78F<:A87�GB�8KCBF8�LBH�GB�4�
J<78�I4E<8GL�B9�7<F6<C?<A8F�L8G�4E8A�G�4F�E<:<7?L�78WA87�
4F�G;8��BE8�T�J4K87�BA8��4EA4E7�FGH78AG
�*;8�J8AG�BA�
to say that because of the requirements, she ended up 
having to take an intro to urban sociology class and 
FJ<G6;87�;8E�@4=BE		C8E;4CF� G;8�58FG� 8K4@C?8�B9� G;8�
Ways’ goal and potential. But any solid set of general 
requirements can accomplish this standing on its own, 
J<G;BHG� 4E5<GE4EL� 78F<:A4G<BAF� 4A7� 46478@<6� 5HMM-
word-laden, obscured phrases. The Barnard general 
education requirements are strong enough to stand 
alone, if only the administration would let them. �

A N T I - C O R E
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ZEITGEIST-Y

A7@<G�<G��LBHVE8�4�6H99�477<6G
�0BHVI8�EB??87�FB�@4AL�
times that your khakis have a permanent crease. 

Your skinny jeans are just shooting up. And your cor-
duroys? They’ve gotten so high your whole calf is vis-
ible.  Don’t fool yourself.  Those argyle socks of yours 
do nothing to cover your habit. You have a problem. 

But so does all of America. In fact, this trend 
seems to have a stranglehold on male pant culture. 
+;8�6H99�;4F�8A=BL87�4�FG847L�E<F8�F<A68�<G�WEFG�CBCC87�
up in 2009, when designers such as Tom Ford and 
Domenico Vacca introduced the look in their fall and 
spring collections. But the style was actually fabricated 
long before then.

Scholars differ in opinion as to the originator of 
the cuffed pant.  Most point to the British King Edward 
VII — apologies to all you Huck Finn fashionistas — 
who rolled his trousers to keep them out of the mud 
while hunting. The trend caught on in England in the 
����F�� 5HG� 7<7AVG� GHEA� HC� <A� �@8E<64� HAG<?� G;8� !4MM�
�:8
��H9WA:�FBBA�98??�BHG�B9�FGL?8�G;BH:;��7H8�GB�945E<6�
rationing during the Great Depression. After that, the 
cuff enjoyed an occasional lift thanks to a few daring 
mid-century icons (think Marlon Brando in motorcycle 
boots), but never more than that. 

Now, they’re back and trendier than ever. And 
this time, it’s not just the occasional iron that’s giving 
G;8F8�6H99F�4�?<9G
�)4G;8E��G;8�GE8A7�F88@F�WE@?L�F498GL	
C<AA87�<A�C?468
��8E8VF�J;L�

For one thing, the cuff is incredibly versatile. 
 A<G<4??L� G;BH:;G� GB� 64EEL� 68EG4<A� <A;8E8AG� 94HK� C4F��
modern culture has demonstrated that nearly any 
material can be cuffed, be it dressy trousers or skinny 
jeans (though we’re still waiting for the verdict on 
wool). Even cuffed shorts seem to be acceptable.

*<@<?4E?L�� G;8� 6H99� WGF� <A� GB� =HFG� 45BHG� 8I8EL� FGL?8�
and subculture. Hipster? You’ve probably been roll-
ing more cuffs than cigarettes. Preppy? Your thigh 
to fabric ratio has surely skyrocketed.  Outdoorsy, 
hiking-type person wearing a tank-top, cargo shorts, 
and boots? Roll those khaki shorts!

&A�GBC�B9� G;4G�� <GVF�CE46G<64?
�%BG�BA?L� <F�6H9WA:�4�

cheap solution to overlong pants, it’s also a clever way 
of disguising pants that are too short.  Furthermore, 
the cuff can serve a multitude of other purposes. 
'8EFBA4??L��  �WA7�@L�6H99F� GB�58�:E84G� FGBE4:8�FC468F�
for loose change and other miscellaneous items. I’ve 
also known them to be used as portable ashtrays--but 
stick with dark material here, like denim. In the heat 
of the summer, use them as a cooling mechanism; roll 
up to release body heat, down to conserve on a chilly 
evening. Use them to show off your sophisticated taste 
in socks or to frame your particularly well-sculpted 
calves. Cuff only your right leg to keep the bike grease 
off your pants. The list is endless.

+;4G� F4<7�� G;8E8� 4E8� F8I8E4?� 7BAGVF
�.;8A� 6H9WA:�
F;BEGF��@4>8�FHE8�GB�;4I8�4�FH9W6<8AG?L�G4AA87�G;<:;
�
Also, don’t go overboard. Nobody wants a peek at your 
lower buttocks. For God’s sake, avoid sloppy, uneven 
lengths. Work for a crisp roll. Steer clear of tube-
socks. And don’t cuff if peg-legged.

Finally, make an honest assessment of whether 
6H9WA:� <F� E<:;G� 9BE� LBH
� �BAVG� G4>8� G;8� C?HA:8� =HFG�
because your friends have—this is how even the most 
brilliant fashion moves become hackneyed over time. 
But if Achilles himself would advise you to shield your 
tendon, give it a try. �

Go Cuff Yourself 
The Man About Town Bares His Ankles

BY ERIC WOHLSTADTER

Illustration by Emily Lazerwitz
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Columbia University history professor 
Richard Bulliet, outside of his illustrious 

academic career, writes fiction. Of his five novels 
to date, all seem to give a shocking importance to 
camels, or other equivalent quadrupeds. Below, 
The Blue & White approaches this mystery, with 
close readings analyses of passages from (in this 
order) Bulliet’s Kicked to Death by a Camel and 
+;8�&A8	�BA>8L�*B?HG<BA����*4G<E8.

“ …I told [Gino] that I only studied the his-
tory of camels and had no intention of getting to 
know them that closely. Apparently [Gino] just 
walks out until he finds someone with a camel 
and asks them to give him a ride. Personally, I 
think it’s rather stupid. You get on the damn thing; 
some guy leads you around for an hour until you 
have a sore ass; and then you pay him money. 
Ridiculous” (27).

Camel-researcher Roger’s complaint delin-
eates the dichotomy between those who act and 
those who study. If we allow ourselves to view 
Gino not only as a literal fellow traveler, but a 
S98??BJ� GE4I8?8ET� 4F� G;8� G8E@� <F� HF87� 9BE� 4� 6B@-
@HA<FG� FL@C4G;<M8E��)B:8EVF�:E<C<A:�;<AGF� 4G� G;8�
ramifications of never engaging in an activity that 
one judges. Gino, like the fellow travelers, enters 
the fray without subscribing to ideolog y—he 
SJ4?>F�BHG�HAG<?�;8�9<A7F�FB@8BA8�J<G;�4�64@8?�T�
displaying his unbridled gusto to engage with 
the situation, without assuming it will end well or 
poorly ahead of time. Likewise, fellow travelers, 
G;BH:;� G;8L� FL@C4G;<M87� J<G;� 6B@@HA<FGF�� 7<7�
not join the party, thus refusing to blindly swal-
low communist dogma.

Gino’s nationality reinforces this reading. 
During the time-period in which the term “fellow-
GE4I8?8ET� J4F� <A� IB:H8�� G;8�  G4?<4A� :BI8EA@8AGVF�
stability f luctuated wildly. Thus, the Italians do 
not subscribe to predetermined readings of their 
surroundings. 

Gino provides the negative space into which 
Roger’s prejudices emerge, starkly contrasted. 
Roger, like many Americans during the Cold 
War, immediately assumes that the Other (the 
camel rider, the communist) is bad, dangerous, 
unknowable, and he conf lates multiple social 
taboos. Roger’s description of Gino’s camel rid-
<A:� CE46G<68F� FH::8FGF� �<AB� <F� FB?<6<G<A:� F8K��
�<AB� C4LF�@BA8L� GB� 4A� 4ABAL@BHF� S:HLT� 9BE� 4A�
;BHE� G;4G� J<??� 8A7�J<G;� S4� FBE8� 4FF
T� �L� ;84C<A:�
socially pre-established taboos upon each other, 
)B:8E�78@BAFGE4G8F�G;8�8KG8AG�B9�;<F�5?<A7A8FF


As Roger will later have to ride camels himself 
GB� HA?B6>� G;8� :E<MM?L� @LFG8EL� G;4G� ;4HAGF� G;8�
core of Kicked to Death By a Camel, this passage 
serves to establish the many norms (cultural, 
ideological, theoretical) that Roger will have to 
overcome to solve the murder. Roger also serves 
as the narrator for the mystery—thus, the reader 
8KC8E<8A68F� G;8� 5BB>VF� 8I8AGF� G;EBH:;� )B:8EVF�
tainted vision and must personally try to separate 
fact from opinion.

In conclusion, Bulliet’s nuanced narrative 
reveals the web of social strictures that bind 
Roger and, by narrating the mystery through 
Roger’s voice, the reader himself, asking the 
DH8FG<BA��4E8AVG�J8�4??�E8?H6G4AG�64@8?�E<78EF�

***
“The bloodbath was the last straw for me. I had 

been willing to stretch my moral standards when 
he killed the Egyptian children, but these were 
his own kin. He had told them back in Egypt that 
God had sent him to save them from slavery, and 
he had passed a whole slew of miracles to make it 
happen. But now he was having them slaughtered. 
They would have been better off if they had stayed 
in Egypt and continued to make bricks without 
straw. I was completely disgusted. It even crossed 
my mind that bloody Ufair might somehow have 
taken my place in Moses' mind. However, when 

Camels, Donkeys, Jesus:
Parsing the Bulliet Oeuvre

BY BRIAN WAGNER & MATTHEW SCHANTZ

D E S E R T  M A M M A L  F I C T I O N
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I reached out to sense where Ufair was, I found 
that he was in Crete appearing to people in the 
persona of a donkey-headed demon and stirring 
up big trouble in the aftermath of a huge volcano 
8KC?BF<BA� BA� G;8� <F?4A7� B9� +;8E4
�$<AB4A� 6<I<?<-
M4G<BA� A8I8E� E84??L� E86BI8E87
� %BE� 7<7�  � 546>� <A�
Sinai. I decided to let the Israelites go their own 
J4L��4A7� �;84787�GBJ4E7��4A44AT������


This truly showcases the strength and courage 
of the donkey Messiah. Unintimidated by the mir-
acles of God, he is brave enough to pass judgment 
and question His very actions. This ass is no blind 
M84?BG
� �HEG;8E@BE8�� ;8� <F� <AG8??<:8AGR4� ?<G8E4?�
F@4EG� 4FF
��<F�HF8�B9� G;8�C;E4F8� SG;8� ?4FG� FGE4JT�
evinces mastery even of English idioms, and is 
perhaps an ironic commentary on human usage of 
the term. Who, after all, better understands the 
value of a piece of straw than a barnyard animal? 
Furthermore, this stunted Equida is so sophis-
ticated as to possess morals, and even boasts an 
intellect capable of pondering them. 

His distaste at the Israelites’ treatment at the 

hands of God seems to reveal a deep-set distrust 
of authority, and perhaps even some insecurities 
about his own identity. Could this have origins in 
a childhood incident? Or perhaps it is a byproduct 
of spending one’s entire life compared to more 
capable horse relatives—an insecurity common to 
all donkeys? If one thing is certain, it is that this 
jackass feels betrayed.

He witnessed firsthand the misery of the Jews 
as they were forced to do hard labor for the 
Egyptians, and is emotionally invested in their 
journey. Moses promised salvation to his people 
at the hands of God, and our asinine hero shared 
<A�G;8� FE48?<G8FV�8K6<G8@8AG�4A7�BCG<@<F@


Now, however, this predicament seems even 
more miserable, and a deep shadow of doubt is 
cast over the Israelites. This doubt feeds on the 
7BA>8LVF� <AF86HE<G<8F� 4A7� 8KC4A7F� E4C<7?L�� J;4G�
if he has been usurped by Ufair as Moses' favor-
ite ass? The foundations of his pride suddenly 
begin to shake and crack. But he remains calm 
and focuses his psychic powers. Yes, he really is 

gifted. And now he cries that Ufair is torment-
ing Greeks and Minoans, and he is momentarily 
appeased. Ufair is a simpleton—a joker and a 
trickster. He is unworthy of Moses‘ affection. 
Yes, the prophet’s donkey must be strong and 
serious, and there is no other as capable as our 
hero. 

Yet for all his wisdom, his bravery, and his 
ability to carry large amounts of food and sup-
plies, he is still shaken badly by this betrayal. He 
?<>8AF�G;8�74@4:8�GB�G;4G�B9�4�IB?64A<6�8KC?BF<BA��
he has been rocked as if by a force of nature, and 
burning holes have been blasted in his picture 
of the mountain of the Almighty. And now, this 
has caused a change in him that will never be 
reversed. He will never allow a betrayal of this 
magnitude again. Insecure or not, he knows 
he has the power to shape his own fate. Just as 
his God has abandoned him, he strikes out on 
his own. The Israelites, who were until recently 
his people, he will leave to their own fate. He 
needs not their carrots nor their f lat bread. 
Their disingenuous God can burn and scar his 
S6;BF8A�C8BC?8�T�5HG�;8�J<??�ABG�GBH6;�G;<F�4FFVF�
hide. This jackass is truly the master of his own 
affairs. �
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MEASURE FOR MEASURE

I

In a raw hidden corner of the Tuileries,

6;�.�4.?12;�D6A56;�.�4.?12;�

A52�0<<9�1?B;82;;2@@�<3�A2EAB?2�

 N#?.;42?62�/20.:2�<B?�<D;�

 

*699<D�2;05.6;21�6;�4.?12;@�D6A56;�4.?12;@�

we inhaled the pulp of cherry blossoms,

@B/:2?@21�<B?@29C2@�6;�AD69645A�D.A2?@��.;1�
sipped

A<�<B?�/<162@N�@6;2DF�12=A5@��.�1?<D;6;4�?605�
and slow. 

 

Then lost across wider waters,

=.1@�<3�<B?�O;42?@�02.@21�A<�/9<@@<:�

.;1�D<?1@�3299�0?6@=�<;�/?<D;6;4�@B?3.02

6;�0B?921�92.C2@�A5.A�0?.0821�<B?�A22A5��

 

II

�<?AF�@2C2;�:692@�D2@A�<3�A52�6;A<E60.A6;4�06AF�

=.9:@�?2286;4�<3�<69��0.A.?.0A@�?6==96;4�

!<;2A�5.1�1.;021�3?<:�4.?12;@�A<�4.?12;@�

@5.=21�=.?.16@2@�3?<:�/2F<;1�56@�4?22;�
puddled tomb.

 

!F�=694?6:N@�A56?@A��:F�@.0?21�:<B?;6;4�

3?<:�56@�1B99�9.4<<;@���A5<B45A�A<�D6A51?.D�
you,

but kissed the dark mud of the shallows,

no reedy hand to pull mine down.

 

�?<:�A52�0?B:=921�@5.12�/2AD22;�@B;P<D2?@�

��4?62C21�A52�=.96;4�4?22;@��A52�0292@A6.9�=9B:@�

A52�05<821�5B2@�<3�P.8F�06?092@�

12960.062@�<3�<B?�0B?C21�D56A2�?<<:�

III

%24B?46A.A21�6;�@0?.=6;4�06A62@����=22?21�.4.6;

from the blackness of cold benches but we,

D2�?2@B?3.021�<;9F�6;�@6089F�?2P20A6<;@�

@2=6.�=2.052@�@0B3321�.;1�C26;21�D6A5�?B@A��

 

��?2AB?;��2@0.=6;4�52.A�A<�A52�0B?C2@�<3�D56A2�
ness

A<�A52@2�9.;4B61�=<<9@�D2�A56?@A69F�@D.99<D21�

�BA����A5?22�F2.?@�9.A2?��?2:.6;�/B?;21�

in dried paint, you are nowhere to be drowned. 

 

�;�4.?12;@�D6A56;�4.?12;@�

.�:2?:.61�16C2@�A5?<B45�C6<92A�D.A2?@

A52�46?9N@�5.;1�1.;02@�2C2?�09<@2?�

/2.BAF�P<B;12?@�3?<:�52?�.?:@�

— Victoria Wills

NYMPHÉAS
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MEASURE FOR MEASURE

KISS

+;8�+8?8I<F<BA�X4F;8F�G;8�?<I8�E8CBEG�9EB@�+<@8�*DH4E8�4A7�F<GF�6BAG8AG?L�HCBA�<GF�G;EBA8�
 �;4E5BE�4�9B::<A8FF�B9�@<A7�4A7�FG4A7�@BEBF8?L�5L�4�5?4M<A:�WE8

 
+;8�F6E88A�584EF�@8FF8A:8EF�B9�:?88�
woo-hooing angels wrapped in warm clothes with rosy cheeks,
an animated army sprinkled with couples,
raise their tacky plastic glasses of sparkling champagne.
 
Alcohol surrounds me too, in the sweaty palms of others who, tonight,
strain to pretend golden futures await.
 
She stands with them and enjoys herself with eyes that twinkle too.
I, doomed a voyeur, linger like a grey balloon.
 
S��T
They’ve started.
S�T
Fine.
S�T
Go.
S�T
No.
S�T
Come on.
S�T
She sees you.
S�T
Ok.
S�T
Eye contact.
ST
Bend.
S�T
Kiss.

— Michael Menna
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The Blue & White:� *5.A� 5.@� 6A� /22;� 9682� A<� 96C2�
A5?<B45� A52�2C<9BA6<;�<3� 7<B?;.96@:�� 3?<:�=?6;A� A<�
A292C6@6<;�A<�<;96;2�7<B?;.96@:�

Willow Bay�� �� ?2.99F� @A.?A21�<BA�D<?86;4� 6;� A292C6�
@6<;�� .9A5<B45�;<A� 6;� ;2D@�� �� @A.?A21�<BA� 6;� @=<?A@�
.;1� A52;� :<C21� 6;A<� ;2D@� .;1� A52;� :<C21� 6;A<�
O;.;06.9� ;2D@�� D5605� �� ?2.99F� 3299� 6;� 9<C2� D6A5��
�;1�D5.AN@�/22;�@<�2E06A6;4� 3<?�:2� 6@� A<�4<� 3?<:�.�
moment in time where it looked like we were see�
6;4� .� 0<;A?.0A6<;� 6;� 7<B?;.96@:�� 6;� A292C6@6<;�� .;1�
=?6;A�� A<� .�:<:2;A�D52?2�D2� .?2� @226;4� .;� 2E=9<�
sion. The catalyst is news on the web, but what’s 
?2.99F� 2E06A6;4� 6@� A5.A� A52�D2/�5.@� A52� =<A2;A6.9� A<�
6;A24?.A2�.99�A52�;2D@�=9.A3<?:@��92.16;4�A<�.�?2.99F�
2EA?.<?16;.?F�2?.�3<?�7<B?;.96@:�.;1�A52�4?<DA5�<3�
7<B?;.96@:�

B&W���@�A52?2�.�:216B:�F<B�=?232?��!<?2�23320A6C2�

WB:���0.;NA�@.F���5.C2�.�3.C<?6A2�:216B:����9<C2�A52�
6::216.0F�<3�A52��;A2?;2A��/BA���.9@<�9<C2�A52�=<D2?�
<3� A52� C6@B.9� .;1� .B16<� 292:2;A@� A5.A� 4?2.A� A292C6�
@6<;�@A<?FA2996;4�/?6;4@�

B&W��*5.AN@�F<B?�=2?@<;.9�3<?A2�

WB:� �� 1<� @A699� A56;8� :F� @A?2;4A5� 6@� 6;� A292C6@6<;�
7<B?;.96@:���AN@�D52?2���3229�:<@A�.A�5<:2�

B&W:� �<D� 5.@� F<B?� =2?@=20A6C2� <;� ?2=<?A6;4�
05.;421�@6;02�A?.;@6A6<;6;4�3?<:�/26;4�.�3B99�A6:2�
7<B?;.96@A� A<� D<?86;4� .9:<@A� 2E09B@6C29F� <;� A52�
/B@6;2@@� @612� <3� .� :B9A6�:6996<;�1<99.?� ;2D@� 0<?�
=<?.A6<;�

WB�� �;A2?2@A6;49F� 2;<B45�� �� O;1� :F@293� <3A2;�
?2AB?;6;4� A<� A52�/.@60@��D5605� 6@�<;2�<3� A52� A56;4@�
��O;1�@<�6;@=6?6;4�./<BA��?6.;;.�,�B3O;4A<;-��&52�
@.F@�D2N?2�/92;16;4�A52�/2@A�<3�A52�<91�.;1�A52�/2@A�
of the new at the ���������������&<����O;1�:F@293�
?2AB?;6;4�A<�A52�6::216.0F�.;1�B?42;0F�<3�.�@A<?F��
'<�� K*5.A� 6@� <B?� 92.1�L� .;1� K�<D� 0.;� D2� @5.?2�
6A�D6A5�=2<=92��*5.A�.?2�D2�5<=6;4� A<�42A�.0?<@@��
�.C2� D2� .@821� A52� ?645A� >B2@A6<;@�� �<AA2;� A52�
.;@D2?@� D2� D.;A21� A<� 42A�L� �99� <3� A52@2� .?2� C2?F�
/.@60� >B2@A6<;@� A5.A� �� O;1� :F@293� .@86;4� 6;� 2C2?F�
:216B:��'5<@2�.?2�A52�2@@2;A6.9@�A5.A�5.C2�0.??621�
<C2?� 3<?� :2� 6;A<� A52� /B@6;2@@� D<?91�� �N:� @A699� C2?F�

Front Page to Web Page
Television journalism luminary Willow Bay isn’t interested in political punditry—but she has her hand in just 
about everything else. One of the most successful female journalists in recent history, Bay has anchored news 
shows from Good Morning America to CNN’s Moneyline, spoken with Bills Gates and Clinton, and segued from 
sports savant to business buff to her current roles as Senior Editor at the �H9WA:GBA�'BFG and special correspon-
dent for Bloomberg Television. In her free time, the native New Yorker wrote a book and parented four kids. After 
surviving the overhaul of traditional journalism and living to tell the tale, all that really matters to Bay is that she 
tell her stories well. She recently found some time to chat with Blue & White contributor Anna Bahr about hege-
monic HuffPo, the reality of a career in writing, and what it’s like when almost every article ever written about you 
mentions how great your legs are before commenting on your consummate career.

T H E  C O N V E R S A T I O N
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:B05�6;C<9C21�6;�A52�4?<DA5�<3�A52��������������. 
,!F�D<?8-�6@�@A699�.�7<B?;.96@A60�2;A2?=?6@2��.9A5<B45�
:F� 3<0B@� 6@� ;<D� A<� :.;.42� A52� A2.:� ?.A52?� A5.;�
report.
 
B&W�� +<B� 5.C2� .� 56@A<?F� <3� 0<C2?6;4� 2C2?FA56;4�
3?<:�32.AB?2@�A<�;2D@�A<�@=<?A@I'52�<;9F�A56;4�;<A�
B;12?�F<B?�A5B:/�6;�A52� <@��;4292@�/?.;05�<3�A52�
$<@A�6@�A52�=<96A60@�@20A6<;���<�F<B�2C2?�:6@@�=<96A6�
0.9�?2=<?A6;4�

WB:� '5.A� 6@� 6;A2;A6<;.9�� $<96A60@� D.@� ;2C2?� :F�
A56;4����B@21�A<�7<82��@.F6;4���D.@�<;�A52�<A52?�@612�
of the aisle at the ��������� ����J:2.;6;4� A52�
;<;�=<96A60.9� @612� <3� A52� .6@92�� $<96A60@� 5.@� ;2C2?�
been a passion of mine.

B&W�� +2A� F<BNC2� 6;A2?C62D21� @<:2� <3� A52� /6442@A�
;.:2@�6;��:2?60.;�=<96A60.9�56@A<?FJF<BNC2�@=<82;�
D6A5�2C2?F<;2�3?<:��699��96;A<;�A<�*.??2;��B332AA�

WB: �BA�A5.A�D.@�;2D@�0<C2?.42J��D.@�;2C2?�6;A2?�
2@A21�6;�0<C2?6;4�0.:=.64;@�

B&W��'52���������������@22:@�A<�/2�2E=.;16;4�
<;� A52�1.69F�� �A� 7B@A� 6;A?<1B021� 3<B?�;2D�@20A6<;@�
A52�O?@A�D228�<3�#0A</2?��=B?05.@21� <0.9<0?.0F��
.;1�?2.0521�<;2�/6996<;�=.42�C62D@�6;�A52�:<;A5�<3�
�B4B@A�.9<;2J.�A?B9F�6:=?2@@6C2�32.A��*5.A�1<2@�
A52� 3BAB?2� 9<<8� 9682� 3<?� A52� $<@AJ1<� F<B� A56;8� 6A�
@=2.8@� A<� .;� 2E=.;@6<;� <3� <==<?AB;6A62@� 6;� ;2D�
:216.�

WB: �N:� @A699� A?F6;4� A<� D?.=� :F� 52.1� .?<B;1�
<B?�;2D2@A�;B:/2?@�� �� A56;8�D2NC2� 7B@A�/24B;� A<�
2E=9<?2� D5.A� A52� �;A2?;2A� ;2D@� 5.@� A<� <332?� 3<?�
A5<@2�D5<�3229�=.@@6<;.A2�./<BA�;2D@J6;�A52�@A<�
ries we are able to tell and the speed with which 
D2�.?2�./92�A<�/?6;4�A52�@A<?62@�A<�<B?�?2.12?@��6;�
A52�2;4.42:2;A�A5.A�6@�6;�A52�52.?A�<3�D5.A�D2�1<��
'5.A�2;4.42:2;A�6@�@A699�C2?F��C2?F�;2D��'52�./69�
6AF�A<�?2.1�.�@A<?F�.;1�0<::2;A�.;1�7<6;�A52�0<;�
C2?@.A6<;�.;1�@5.?2� ,A5.A�@A<?F-�D6A5�F<B?� 3?62;1@�
.;1� 5.C2� A52:� @5.?2� 6A� D6A5� A526?� 3?62;1@J6AN@� .�
/?.;1�;2D�A56;4�

B&W: �<�F<B�A56;8�A5<@2�0<;C2?@.A6<;@�.?2�D5.A�
:.82@�A52�$<@A�@<�@B002@@3B9�

WB:��/@<9BA29F��&<06.9�6@�6;�<B?��"����<::B;6AF�

6@� 6;�<B?��"���*2�@A.?A21�D6A5�A5.A��'5.AN@�<;2�<3�
A52�A56;4@�A5.A�16@A6;4B6@52@�A52�$<@A��A56@�C6/?.;A��
2;4.421� 0<::B;6AF�� 4.A52?6;4�� <3A2;� D6A5� .;�
.1160A6C2�;.AB?2�,9.B45@-��A<�@5.?2�;2D@�

B&W�� �@� A52� =9.;� A<� 0<;A6;B2� D6A5� A52� 0<;@A.;A�
2E=.;@6<;�<3�A52�$<@A��*699�A52?2�2C2?�/2�.�02696;4�

WB:� ,9.B45@-��3�A52?2�6@�.�02696;4�A5.A�5.@�;<A�/22;�
@5.?21�D6A5�:2�F2A��#;2�<3�A52�A56;4@��?6.;;.�5.@�
/22;� @.F6;4� ?202;A9F� 6@� A5.A� D2� D.;A� A<� /20<:2� .�
@=.02�D52?2�=2<=92�0<:2�;<A�7B@A�A<�42A�A526?�;2D@��
but to learn and share more about their passions 
and interests.

B&W�� �C2?F� 32D�D228@� 6A� @22:@� F<B� ?2.1� .;<A52?�
@A<?F� ./<BA� .� ;2D@=.=2?� 0BAA6;4� F2A� .;<A52?� 3?.0�
A6<;� <3� 6A@� @A.33� 3?<:� A52� =.F� ?<99�� �.;� .@=6?6;4�
7<B?;.96@A@� 5.C2� .;F� 5<=2� <3� 42AA6;4� .� 7</� 6;� A52�
0<:6;4�F2.?@�

WB: The ��������������0<;A6;B2@�A<�56?2�,9.B45@-��
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��A56;8�A5.A�3<?�.;F<;2�D5<�6@�4<6;4�6;A<�A5.A�0.?22?�
3<?� A52� ?645A� ?2.@<;@J;<A�/20.B@2� A52F�D.;A� A<�/2�
<;� ')� <?� /2� K6;� :216.LJ/BA� /20.B@2� A52F� D.;A�
to report on important stories, I think there will 
.9D.F@�/2�<BA92A@�.C.69./92�3<?�A52:�A<�1<�A5.A�

B&W���;1�D5.A�.?2�A52�>B.96A62@�A5.A�:.82�.�4<<1�
?2=<?A2?�

WB: $.@@6<;����?2.9�=.@@6<;�3<?�;2D@�.;1�3<?�6;3<?�
:.A6<;� 6@� .A� 6A@� 52.?A�� �AN@� </@2@@6C2��*52A52?� F<B�
0.99�6A�</@2@@6C2;2@@�<?�=.@@6<;��6AN@�A52�@.:2�=<D2?�
3B9�12@6?2�.;1� 9<C2�<3�42AA6;4�<BA� A52?2�.;1� A2996;4�
.�4<<1�@A<?F�

B&W���@�A5.A�D5.A�F<B�9<C2�./<BA�6A�

WB: +<B� 8;<D�� 6AN@� .@� :B05� 9682� /26;4� 6;� @05<<9�
6@� .@� /26;4� 6;� @05<<9� .0AB.99F� 6@�� 6;� A5.A� F<B� 5.C2�
A<� :.@A2?� .� A<=60� >B6089F�� +<B� 42A� 5.;121� F<B?�
@F99./B@� .;1� A52?2N@� .� A2@A� .A� A52� 2;1�� +<B� 42A� .;�
.@@64;:2;AJA5.A� @A<?F� F<B� 0<C2?J.;1� F<B� ;221�
A<�:.;.42� F<B?� A6:2� 23320A6C29F� .00<?16;4� A<� F<B?�
12.196;2��+<B�5.C2�A<�:.@A2?�.99�<3�A52�6;3<?:.A6<;��
F<B� 5.C2� A<� 16@0<C2?�� B;2.?A5�� .;1� =B99� <BA� .99� <3�
A52�?292C.;A�/6A@��.;1�0<:/6;2�A52:�6;�.�0<:=2996;4�
D.F� /F� A52� 12.196;2��'5.AN@�D5.A� �NC2� .9D.F@� 9<C21�
./<BA� 6AJA5.A�./696AF� A<� 92.?;�;2D�A56;4@��16C2� 6;A<�
;2D� @6AB.A6<;@�� ?2.99F� 42A� A<� A52� /<AA<:� <3� D5.AN@�
4<6;4� <;�� 5.C2� A52@2� 2EA?.<?16;.?F� 2E=2?62;02@��
and share them with other people.

B&W:� �3� A5.AN@� D5.A� F<B� 9<C2�� D5.A� 6@� 6A� A5.A� :<@A�
05.992;42@�F<B�

WB���C2?F�=6202�0<:2@�D6A5�6A@�B;6>B2�@2A�<3�05.9�
92;42@��D52A52?� 6AN@� K5<D�1<� �� A299� A52� @A<?F� 6;� A52�
.:<B;A�<3�@=.02�46C2;�A<�:2�L�<?�K5<D�1<���42A�A56@�
=2?@<;� A<� @.F� A<�:2�<;�0.:2?.�D5.A� A52F� 7B@A� @.61�
A<� :2� <33�0.:2?.�� /BA� D699� =?</./9F� /2� ?29B0A.;A�
A<� @5.?2�� �3� A52F� 1<;NA� @.F� 6A�� 5<D� 0.;� �� @A699� 42A�
that point across in a way that is fair and accurate 
D6A5<BA� 5.C6;4� A52:� @.F� 6A� 6;� .� @6E� @20<;1� @<B;1�
/6A2�L� �.05� =6202� 5.@� 6A@� <D;� B;6>B2� 5.;13B9� <3�
05.992;42@�� D5605� 6@� <;2� <3� A52� A56;4@� A5.A�:.82@�
A56@�0.?22?�@.A6@3F6;4�3<?�.�9632A6:2��

B&W��*5.A�./<BA�=?6;A�7<B?;.96@:�6A@293���@�A52?2�
.;F�3BAB?2�3<?�A52�C2;2?./92�
;2D@=.=2?�

WB:�#5��F2@��<3�0<B?@2��!F�16?AF�96AA92�@20?2A�6@�A5.A�
I still read newspapers. That, yes, I actually hold 
,A52:-� 6;� :F� 5.;1@� .;1� AB?;� A526?� =.42@�� �� 9<C2�
A52:����.:�.;�.C61�?2.12?�
B&W�� +<B� .?2� <;2� <3� 32D� 32:.92� 7<B?;.96@A@� A<�
5.C2�@B@A.6;21�@B05�.�0<;@6@A2;A��52.9A5F�0.?22?� 6;�
:216.���<D�5.@�/26;4�.�D<:.;�.3320A21�F<B?�2E=2�
?62;02�6;�7<B?;.96@:�

WB: I think this is a fantastic industry for women, 
A<� /2� 5<;2@A�� ��D.@� .� /6A� <3� .� ;<C29AF� �	� F2.?@� .4<�

0<C2?6;4� /.@82A/.99�� /BA� A5.AN@� 02?A.6;9F� ;<A� A52�
case anymore.

B&W:� �@� A5.A� A52� 0.@2�� A5<B45�� �2;632?��6@5�� D5<�
0<C2?@� A52� �B33.9<� �699@� 3<?� A52� �9/.;F� '6:2@��
?202;A9F� D?<A2� A5.A� 6A� D.@� A<<� 2.?9F� 3<?� �699@� 3.;@�
A<� /2� 1?2.:6;4� <3� A526?� &B=2?��<D9� .3A2?� .� ?202;A�
D6;� .;1� D.@� .@@.6921� D6A5� 0.99@� .;1� 2�:.69@� 3?<:�
.;4?F� 3.;@� 2@@2;A6.99F� @.F6;4� A5.A� D<:2;� 5.C2� ;<�
B;12?@A.;16;4� <3� @=<?A@� .;1� @5<B91;NA� /2� .99<D21�
to comment.

WB�� �� ;2C2?� 2E=2?62;021� .;FA56;4� 9682� A5.A�� ��
D<?821� 3<?� "��� �;@612� &AB33�� D5605� D.@� ?2.99F� .�
5F/?61� 2;A2?A.6;:2;A� @5<D�� �;1� 6A� D.@� C2?F� D29�
0<:6;4�<3�.�32:.92�=<6;A�<3�C62D�
 
B&W�� �AN@� 6;A2?2@A6;4�F<B�@.F� A5.A��.�>B608��<<492�
search of your name results in a hundred articles 
2EA<996;4� F<B?� C6?AB2@� .@� .� 7<B?;.96@A�� /BA� .9:<@A�
2C2?F� <;2� 6;09B12@� 6;� 6A@� 6;A?<1B0A6<;� @<:2� 0<:�
mentary on your looks, whether it's to note your 
success as a model or to compliment your style. 
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Illustration by Eloise Owens
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�.;� F<B� 0<::2;A� <;�D5.A� 6AN@� 9682� A<� 0<;@6@A2;A9F�
?2026C2�A5.A�86;1�<3�.�=?23.02�A<�F<B?�D<?8�

WB:� ,9.B45@-� �AN@� 6;A2?2@A6;4�F<B�@.F� A5.A��/20.B@2�
@<:2/<1F� D.@� 7B@A� ?2.16;4� :2� A52� 0<C2?� @A<?F� <3�
A56@� :<;A5N@� �<?AB;2�� �A� D.@� ./<BA� &B@.;�  F;2��
the chairman of Gilt Group. She’s someone that 
5.@� D<?821� =?6<?� A<� �69A� .A� ���J5.@� 5.1� .� 9<;4�
and successful career. It called her, “beautiful 
.;1�@D.;�9682�L�<?�@<:2A56;4� 9682� A5.A��.;1���@.61��
K*299�� @52� 6@� /2.BA63B9� .;1� @D.;�9682�L� �� ?2.99F�
1<;NA� 92A� A52� 12@0?6=A6<;@�� =<@6A6C2� <?� ;24.A6C2�� /F�
A52� D.FJ�NC2� /22;� 0.9921� K.46;4L� C2?F� ?202;A9FJ
16:6;6@5�:2�6;�.;F�D.F����.:�<91�2;<B45�;<D�A5.A���
appreciate the compliment.

B&W���<�F<B� A56;8� A5.A� A5608�@86;� 6@�=.?A�<3�D5.A�
:.82@�F<B�@B002@@3B9�.@�.�7<B?;.96@A�

WB:� �� 1<;NA� 8;<D� A5.A� �� D<B91� @.F� KA5608� @86;L�
6@� .;� .AA?6/BA2� A5.A� 5.@� D<?821� 3<?� <?� .4.6;@A� :2��
�BA� 6AN@� 092.?� A5.A� D6A5� .42� 0<:2@� .;� .==?206.A6<;�
of all the dimensions that one has, and all of my 
2E=2?62;02@�5.C2�.00B:B9.A21� A<�0?2.A2� .� @2;@2�<3�
@20B?6AF�O?:9F�?<<A21�6;�9632�2E=2?62;02���NC2�3<B;1�
that makes me much less concerned with what other 
=2<=92�2E=20A�<?�A56;8�.;1�:B05�:<?2�6;A2?2@A21�6;�
1<6;4�D5.A�3229@�?645A�

B&W���;�F<B?�/<<8��Talking to Your Kids in Tough 
Times: How to Answer Your Child's Questions 
About the World We Live In,�F<B�0<;3?<;A�A52�163O�
0B9A�A.@8�<3�?.6@6;4�05691?2;�6;�.;�.42�D52;�861@�.?2�
0<;@A.;A9F�/<:/.?121�D6A5�����;2D@�.;1�6;3<?:.�
A6<;�A5.A�05691?2;�2E=2?62;02�D6A5<BA�O9A2?@��*5.A�
:.12�F<B�120612�<;�A5.A�;.??.A6C2�

WB:� ��D?<A2�A52�/<<8�,6;��		�-�D52;��F2@��D2�5.1�
A52��;A2?;2A��/BA�96AA92�861@�161;NA�5.C2�A52��;A2?;2A�
6;�A52�D.F�D2�5.C2�6A�;<D��'52?2�D.@;NA�@<06.9�:216.�
in that era in the same way. It almost feels dated 
[now], but I wrote it because our children are bom�
barded with information that is suitable for adults, 
but not suitable for children.
 
B&W�� �<� F<B� 2C2?� 3229� 0<;P60A21� 8;<D6;4� A5.A�
much of the content you write about is inappropri�
.A2�3<?�05691?2;��/BA�D699�6;2C6A./9F�?2.05�A52:�

WB:�"<����.0AB.99F�1<;NA��#/C6<B@9F���N:�:6;13B9�<3�

my audience when I craft a piece, but I don’t spend 
.� 9<A�<3� A6:2�D<??F6;4�./<BA�05691?2;�D.A056;4�:2�
<;�A292C6@6<;��,9.B45@-��9A5<B45����A56;8�:<@A�861@�
D<B91� /2� /<?21�D6A5�:<@A� <3� A52� A56;4@� A5.A� �� 1<��
�BA�� �� ?2.99F�/2962C2� 6AN@� A52�=.?2;A@N� ?2@=<;@6/696AF�
A<� AB?;� A52� A292C6@6<;� @2A� <33�� �@� 9<;4� .@� D5.A� �N:�
1<6;4� 6@� .00B?.A2�� 3.6?�� .;1� D6A56;� A52� /<B;1@� <3�
4<<1� A.@A2�� D5605�� <3� 0<B?@2�� 6A� D<B91� /2�� �� 1<;NA�
@=2;1�.�9<A�<3�A6:2�D<??F6;4�./<BA�A5.A���@�<==<@21�
A<�@=2;16;4�.�9<A�<3�A6:2�.@�.�=.?2;A�D<??F6;4�./<BA�
.99� A52� A56;4@�:F�05691?2;�.?2�2E=<@21� A<�.;1�5<D�
A52F�.?2�=?<02@@6;4�6A�.;1�D52A52?�A52F�:645A�;221�
@<:2�529=�=?<02@@6;4�6A��

�B?6;4�A52��?.>�*.?��1B?6;4�A2??<?6@A�.AA.08@��F<B�
7B@A�;221�A<�AB?;�A52�')�<33��%645A�;<D�A52�;645A9F�
;2D@� 6@� ;<A� A2??63F6;4�� /BA� D2� 5.C2� 4<;2� A5?<B45�
:.;F��:.;F��:.;F�=2?6<1@�<3�A6:2�D52?2�6A�D.@���@�.�
=.?2;A�<3�96AA92�05691?2;��F<B�?2.99F�7B@A�5.C2�A<�AB?;�
6A�<33��'B?;�<33�A52�0.?�?.16<��+<B�5.C2�A<�/2�:6;13B9�
<3�D5.A�A52F�.?2�52.?6;4�.;1�@226;4�.;1�:<;6A<?�6A�
.00<?16;49F��D5605�6@�5.?1�D52;�F<BN?2�.�;2D@�7B;8�
ie. It’s really hard. I remember a preschool teacher 
@.F6;4�A<�:2��K�B@A�AB?;�6A�<33�L�.;1���@.61��K*5.A�1<�
F<B�:2.;�� M7B@A� AB?;� 6A�<33�N� �N:� 6;� A52�;2D@=.=2?��
my husband is in the newspaper…we can’t turn it 

<33�L��;1�@52�@.61��K"<��F<B�AB?;�6A�<33��'5.AN@�D5.A�
F<BN?2�@B==<@21�A<�1<�D52;�F<B�5.C2�96AA92�05691?2;�
.?<B;1�L�,9.B45@-�)2?F�0BA�.;1�1?F��'52?2N@�;<A56;4�
?29.A6C2� ./<BA� 6A�� F<B� 7B@A� 1<� 6A�� �� .==?206.A2� A5.A��
;<D���BA���D.A05�A52�;2D@�D6A5�:F�861@�;<D�

B&W�� �<� F<B� A56;8� 6AN@� 6:=<?A.;A� 3<?� =.?2;A@� A<�
529=�A526?�05691?2;�B;12?@A.;1�.;1�2;4.42�D6A5�A52�
;2D@�6;�A5.A�D.F�

WB:��AN@�@<:2A56;4�A52F�.?2�1<6;4�.;FD.F�6;�@05<<9��
�BA���1<�A56;8�A.986;4�./<BA�6A�6@�6:=<?A.;A��!F�@<;�
@.61�A52�<A52?�1.F��K�@��2?:.;��.6;�.�%2=B/960.;�L�
,9.B45@-���@.61��K+2.5��(5�5B5���;1�52N@�.;��3?60.;�
�:2?60.;� %2=B/960.;�� D5605� 6@� 4?2.A� /20.B@2� 6A�
:2.;@� D2� 5.C2� .� ?2.99F� 16C2?@2� %2=B/960.;� O291��
'52?2�.?2�D<:2;��A52?2N@�:6;<?6AF�?2=?2@2;A.A6<;J
6AN@�3.;A.@A60�L

B&W��&<�1<2@�A5.A�A52;�@=.?8�.�16@@20A6<;�<3�16C2?�
@6AF�

WB: No, no, no. They know that. �
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This merchant class traditionally has been perceived 
as facilitating rather than fearing Empire. Perhaps 
not enough credit is thus given the British for under-
FG4A7<A:�G;4G��@C<E8�JBH?7�GE4AF9BE@�G;8�6B?BA<M8E�
=HFG� 4F� @H6;� 4F� <G� JBH?7� GE4AF9BE@� G;8� 6B?BA<M87
�
*H6;� 4A� 4AK<8GL� 68EG4<A?L� ?<A:8E87� <A� G;8� ?<@<G87�
discourse on Empire of the day.

�

What had seemed to be a single violin splits into 
GJB�� G;8A�G;E88�� G;8A�4A� <A78WA<G8�AH@58E��FGEH@-
ming in imitative polyphony before at last dissolv-
ing into several different melodies. The dialectic 
continues.

 �
Capturing and controlling was King Wu! He pro-
ceeded and campaigned through the four quarters, 
piercing Yin [i.e. the Shang dynasty] and governing 
its people. Eternally unfearful of the Distant Ones, 
O! he attacked the Yi [eastern people] minions. 
Model and sagely was king Cheng! To the left and 
right he cast and gathered his net and line, there-
with opening and integrating the Chou [Zhou] 
state. Deep and wise was King Kang! He divided 
6B@@4A7�4A7�C46<W87�G;8�5BE78EF
�

 �
When you step back from the philosophy of how 
4ALG;<A:� 58A8W6<4?� <F� 584HG<9H?� 4A7� G;4G� @8A� J;B�
laugh at naked women during training will not 
know what they’re laughing at, it is highly unlikely 
that this sort of training regimen would ever work. 
Laugh or not, the men and the women will be dis-
tracted and self-conscious if they had to train naked 
together, hardly the ideal conditions for preparing 
the city’s troops..

�

From the standpoint of the company, this product 

brings several advantages to the customer, includ-
ing chickens who are more easily handled, eat less 
9887��4A7�W:;G�?8FF�4@BA:�846;�BG;8E


 �
+;BH:;� G;8� 6HFGB@8E� 54F8� <F� E4G;8E� FC86<W6�� C8E-
taining only to chicken farmers, many of those in 
this population should be interested in such a prod-
uct. They would presumably purchase the product 
to decrease the amount of money spent on chicken 
feed, increase the number of healthy chickens in 
G;8<E� XB6>�� 4A7� G;HF� <A6E84F8� G;8<E� L<8?7F� J;<?8�
cutting down on costs. The money spent on anti-
cannibalism efforts such as debeaking could be 
used on ODI lenses instead.

 �
All at once, dawn seems to come. The shrill pulses 
of the solo violin give way to a harmonious cascade 
B9� I<B?<A�� 68??B�� ;4EC�� KL?BC;BA8� 4A7�� 9BE� G;8� WEFG�
time, piano, producing a heart-wrenching (non-
imitative) polyphony of sound.

�

"And so, on that day, the day that changed every-
thing, while my brother was doing things to the 
most beautiful girl in the world, I lay in a bed with 
tubes pumping out my own shit. I did the one thing 
G;4G�FG<??�@478�4AL�F8AF8
� �@478�G;4G�WA4?�786<F<BA��
to end what my parents should’ve ended before it 
even started.
            I pulled the feeding tube out of my stomach, 
and the catheter from my shriveled bare penis. A 
shocking amount of pain overcame me, more than 
I had ever felt in my life, as I watched blood stream 
from two holes.
            I closed my frail eyes, wishing away the pain, 
because there was nothing else to do. And I said 
Good night." �
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CAMPUS GOSSIP

NEW WALK OF SHAME
�� :HL� FGEB??F� <AGB� 6?4FF�� @4L58� WI8� @<AHG8F� 589BE8�
it starts. About half the class has arrived, and, as it 
is located in Barnard, the majority of them are girls. 
The gent produces a very bulky laptop that appears 
to be from 1999. He opens the laptop, and after a few 
seconds, moans and slapping sounds start blaring from 
the speakers. His appalled classmates display their best 
SJG9�T� 9468F�� 4A7� G;8� 8@54EE4FF87� FGH78AG� DH<6>?L�
slams the screen shut. However, his aged laptop does 
not cease playing sound, and reeking of shame, he 
C<6>F�HC�;<F�58?BA:<A:F�4A7�X88F�G;8�EBB@RCBEA��ABJ�
@H9X87��FG<??�C?4L<A:�9EB@�G;8�?4CGBC


�

BACK-UP PLAN
�EBHA7������'$�BA�4�+;HEF74L��G;E88��:<E?F�4A7�BA8�:HL�
board the uptown M4 at 56th and Madison, dressed in 
5HF<A8FF�4GG<E8�6?HG6;<A:�?84G;8E�CBEG9B?<BF
�+;8�B5ABK-
ious foursome chatters loudly about interviews at pres-
G<:<BHF� 6BAFH?G<A:� WE@F� 4A7� <AI8FG@8AG� 54A>F� J;<?8�
8K;4HFG87�E8G4<?�JBE>8EF�GEL�GB�<:ABE8�G;8@�4A7�8A=BL�
a moment off their feet after selling $1500 cashmere 
sweaters to Park Avenue women all day. The three girls 
get off at 110th Street and a homeless gentleman sitting 
in the back of the bus says to the visibly uncomfortable 
young man, “Forget your business plans, white boy, just 
>88C� 6;4F<A:� G;4G� 4A7� LBHV??�@4>8� <G
T� *4<7� ;B@8?8FF�
gentleman then cocks his head and cackles loudly.  The 
visibly uncomfortable young man then hastily debarks 
the bus at 113th Street, almost leaving his leather port-
folio on the seat beside him.

�

WHY WAS HE SHOPPING AT MORTON 
WILLIAMS IN THE FIRST PLACE?
A student was picking up some evening libations at 
Morton Williams and noticed that Blue Moon was on 
sale, which struck him as unusual. While checking out, 
G;8� 64F;<8E� 8KCE8FF87� 4� F<@<?4E� F8AF8� B9� 7BH5GR�+;8�
only beers on sale are the HOT beers," she screeched, 
referring (most likely) to the beer outside the refriger-
4G87�64F8
�$BEGBA�.<??<4@F��;B@8�B9�G;8�;BG�588E�

�

A SIDE OF BREADSTICK
One recent Saturday night, a drunken blond gentle-
@4A�GE<87�GB�BE78E�"BEBA8G�C<MM4�J<G;�;<F�=84AF�CBB?87�
4EBHA7� ;<F� 988G� 4A7� ;<F� 88E<?L� GE4AFC4E8AG� 5BK8EF� BA�
full display. When the cashier refused him entry, the 
young lad addressed him as, "Papi", told him to "fuck 
B99���4A7�G;8A�FCHA�4EBHA7��58AG�7BJA�4A7�X4F;87�G;8�
entirety of his ass. He then ran outside and hailed a cab, 
5HG� 589BE8�@4><A:� ;<F� WA4?� 8K<G�� ;8� 786<787� GB� 6B@8�
546>�GB�"BEBA8GVF�8AGELJ4L�4A7�X4F;�;<F�54??F


�

THE NAKED TRUTH
An intrepid reporter was sauntering across campus on 
a sunny afternoon. A few yards ahead, two girls and 
a fella were chatting as they walked. As the reporter 
BI8EGBB>�G;8@��G;8�:HL� ?BH7?L�8K6?4<@87�<A�4�5HEFG�B9�
sassiness, “when it comes down to it, everyone wants a 
F<K�C46>�<A�G;8�587EBB@
T�

�

Pumpkin pie ... it's a tart? �
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